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ABSTRACT 

The importance of the site discovery process in archaeological research should not be 

underestimated.  The primary function of an archaeological site discovery survey is to locate, 

identify and to some degree evaluate the horizontal extent of buried cultural resources (King 1998; 

Neuman and Sanford 2001, 2010).  This thesis examines the effectiveness of archaeological surface 

and subsurface survey techniques commonly used in the Mid-Atlantic Region of eastern North 

America.   

The present work uses a cultural resource management archaeological site discovery 

survey conducted in 2004 on a 549-acre property located in Loudoun County, Virginia as a case 

study.  The variety of environments, resources and methods employed during this site discovery 

survey present a unique opportunity to analyze a variety of survey techniques.  Specifically, point 

provenience surface collection, gridded surface collection, shovel testing and close-interval shovel 

testing are examined. 

This thesis reveals several key findings.  First, all forms of survey technique have benefits 

and limitations, based on levels of intensity and survey environment.  Second, survey objectives, 

survey environment and logistics all play a part in the decision process for choosing an appropriate 

survey technique.  Third, state guidelines, while an influencing stricture born out of a rich 

intellectual tradition, should not solely dictate the survey process.  Fourth, the use of a variety of 

complementary techniques is vital to thoroughness in the archaeological process, and, finally, it is 

necessary to repeatedly investigate and monitor a landscape whenever possible.   
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CHAPTER 1: 
INTRODUCTION 

The importance of the archaeological site discovery process to archaeological research 

should not be underestimated.  The primary function of an archaeological site discovery survey is 

to locate, identify, record and to some degree evaluate the horizontal extent of buried cultural 

resources (King 1998; Neuman and Sanford 2001, 2010).  Regardless of what archaeological sites 

are or are not recorded during the survey process, a single archaeological survey can often be a 

justification to either abandon or recommend future investigation of a property.   

Survey strategies often employed by archaeologists in the Mid-Atlantic region are 

pedestrian survey, surface collection and subsurface testing.  The most common types of 

techniques associated with these strategies are point provenience surface collection, grid surface 

collection, shovel test pit (STP) excavation and short-interval shovel test pit excavation.  This 

thesis investigates the effectiveness of these standard archaeological survey techniques by 

examining how they performed during a cultural resource management project in the summer and 

fall of 2004. 

The objective of this thesis is to analyze the efficiency of the various survey techniques and 

illustrate how multiple techniques can complement each other.  As a rubric for discourse, this thesis 

loosely uses observations made by Lewarch and O’Brien on the benefits of the integration of 

intensive surface collection with other field techniques.  This rubric evaluates how survey 

techniques perform in categories such as determining site boundaries, obtaining quantitative data, 

determining site function, determining the relationship between surface and subsurface artifact 

assemblages and monitoring the effects of site disturbance (Lewarch and O’Brien 1981).   

A history of this subject matter reaches as far back as the 19th century with the survey 

produced by Squire and Davis and continues to evolve through the 20th century.  In the early 21st 

century, the appearance of two books entitled Archaeological Survey (Banning 2002; Collins and 
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Molyneaux 2003) perhaps marked the arrival of survey archaeology as a subset of inquiry within 

archaeology.  Without a doubt, survey work is the “bread and butter” of the cultural resource 

management industry.  Academic literature has already extensively examined the efficiency and 

reliability of shovel testing and surface collecting strategies.   

Much of what is presented in this thesis draws from a large body of archaeological 

literature focused on survey theory and practices.  Many of the statements made echo ideas and 

theories developed by others.  For example, it is good practice to examine landscapes and sites 

more than once and in different ways, and the use of a combination of survey techniques and 

strategies has distinct advantages over the use of a single technique.  The local nature of this work 

also enables reflection on the efficacy of the survey guidelines promoted by Virginia and how the 

guidelines affect the archaeological site discovery process.   

From August through November 2004, Thunderbird Archeology conducted an 

archaeological site discovery survey of the 549-acre Cross Trails property located in Loudoun 

County, Virginia as a precursor to commercial land development (Figure 1).  Previous 

archaeological surveys performed in the 1980s on and near the Cross Trails property had already 

identified several archaeological sites.  During the 2004 survey, archaeologists excavated 2,253 

shovel test pits in vegetated areas, surface collected 100 acres of cultivated field and delineated one 

cemetery.  The author of this thesis served as the field supervisor during the survey and was 

responsible for making daily field decisions, designing the survey, organizing the field data and 

writing the majority of the report.  The author’s academic background, survey conditions and 

standards set forth by the Historic Preservation Act as interpreted by the State of Virginia guided all 

decisions.   
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Figure 1 

 

In an ideal world, an archaeological site discovery survey is a process that can be plainly 

broken down into four basic stages.  First, the landscape history is evaluated; second, a field survey 

is conducted; third, the data analysis and, finally, a report is produced.  The field survey can use any 

number or combination of survey techniques.  It is also important for archaeologists to understand 

both the benefits and limitations of survey techniques.  This knowledge is critical for the 

performance of an efficient and accurate archaeological site discovery survey.  Often 

archaeologists may only have a single opportunity to make a physical examination of a landscape. 
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Figure 2  
 

In the project area natural and manufactured boundaries were used to subdivide the 

property into fourteen separate survey areas lettered A through N (Figure 2).  These areas included 

a range of environments and resources requiring the use of multiple survey techniques.  For 

example, surface collection techniques at different levels of intensity were used to investigate the 

cultivated field located in Area A, and shovel testing techniques, also at different levels of intensity, 

were used to investigate the vegetated landscape in Area C.   
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The following is an outline of the structure of this thesis.  Chapter 2 presents background 

information on survey techniques and strategies, the environmental setting and previous 

archaeological research performed in and around the project boundaries.  Chapter 3 outlines the 

field strategies and results of the 2004 field investigation by project area.  Chapter 4 analyzes the 

results of surface collection and shovel testing techniques through the previously mentioned 

scenarios, and Chapter 5 discusses conclusions drawn from the analysis and the implications for 

archaeology.   
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CHAPTER 2: 
BACKGROUND 

Archaeological Site Discovery Theory and Techniques 

Nineteenth century archaeological surveys focused primarily on locating sites, developing 

chronologies and collecting artifacts.  Then, in the early part of the 20th century, archaeology 

focused on developing regional chronologies, which entailed a great amount of site-specific study.  

In a retrospective of survey archaeology, Grahame Clarke notes that, “In the first flush of 

evolutionary zeal some of the earlier prehistorians were so preoccupied with establishing 

sequences, that they did not always concern themselves with the geographical extent of the cultures 

which they found in stratigraphical succession” (Clark 1960:153).  Thomas King sees early survey 

work in a similar light:   

“As archeology became a recognized discipline in the United States in the latter 
part of the 19th century, such general exploratory surveys were a normal part of its 
research repertoire.  The purposes of survey were almost totally descriptive; sites 
might generally be compared and contrasted with one another on the basis of 
survey data, but in most cases the survey was regarded primarily as a prelude to 
excavation.  One surveyed to locate sites to dig.  Survey methods were not the 
subjects of much concern.  The archeologist presumably knew what kinds of sites 
he wanted to dig, and the survey simply involved looking for them.  If other sorts 
of sites were missed in the process this was of no importance, because the 
archeologist did not want to dig them anyway.  The survey was not itself seen as a 
research tool, since relationships among sites were not generally considered 
important” (King 1978:4). 

During the mid 20th century, the time-space systematic became both a method and an 

object of study.  As regional chronologies and sequences developed, archaeologists moved towards 

problem-oriented research designs.  Refinements made in the construction of thoughtful 

problem-oriented research design resulted in a movement towards better-focused archaeological 

site survey objectives.  These refinements in survey theory eventually helped create methodologies 

and practices that sought to document occupation and interpret settlement/subsistence patterns over 

the landscape. 
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This transition from site discovery to problem-oriented research began shortly after WWII, 

with surveys performed by Irving Rouse on the Indian River (Rouse 1951), John Goggin on the St.  

John’s River in Florida (Goggin 1952) and Gordon Willey in the Viru Valley of Peru (Willey 

1953).  These and other settlement pattern studies led to debates (Chang 1968) about the objectives 

of archaeological site surveys.  These debates marked a shift in archaeological survey theory from a 

method of discovery toward a method of inquiry.  Theoretical developments such as Julian 

Steward’s idea of cultural ecology provided the theoretical framework to show how human 

populations negotiated the landscape over time, thus setting the intellectual canvas with which to 

place spatial, temporal and cultural data analysis and make sense of it all (Steward 1968, 1973). 

Moving away from the culture history underpinnings of the previous generations, the 

objectives of settlement pattern studies found popularity within the New Archaeology movement.  

Settlement pattern studies subsequently achieved wider acceptance as an interpretive method rather 

than just a way to discover or locate sites (Willey 1956, 1966; Trigger 1999).  However, while 

survey theory underwent refinements and transformation during this period, the survey strategies 

and techniques did not, until the late 1970s, when archaeology saw a move toward large-scale 

surveys due to the burgeoning field of cultural resource management.  These large-scale projects 

and the governmental strictures attached to them required a new way to understand survey 

strategies and techniques in terms of scale, accuracy and efficiency. 

One of the catalysts behind the need to understand the process and product of 

archaeological survey during the 1970s and 1980s was the codification of laws governing the 

preservation and inventory of cultural remains.  Federal edicts such as the National Historic 

Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and 

Executive Order (EO) 11593 of 1971 have had an enormous effect on how we conduct 

archaeological survey today.  This combination of legislation has been the modern legal foundation 

for the regulation, funding and management of the preservation of cultural resources.  The initial 

federal fervor during the 1970s and 1980s within the archaeological community to satiate the 
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demands put forth by legislation funded many archaeological surveys.  Much of the work was 

conducted through federal grants funneled through academic bodies and under the strictures of the 

aforementioned legislation. 

If the beginnings of modern cultural resource management are viewed as the result of 

legislation in the 1960s and 1970s, then the decade of the 1980s can be viewed as the period of the 

formation of modern cultural resource management practices.   

“The combined effect of EO 11593 and NEPA was immediately to highlight some 
of the short-comings of method, theory, and techniques for conducting surveys.  
For example, archaeologists had routinely avoided doing intensive (close-interval) 
surveys in forests because of the obvious barriers to visibility and accessibility.  
However, when presented with large tracts of forested lands that under federal law 
needed to be surveyed, archaeologists began to experiment with new or previously 
underutilized survey techniques such as shovel testing, coring, and remote sensing 
(e.g., Alexander 1983; Connolly and Baxter1983; Krakker, Shott and Welch 1983; 
Lightfoot 1986, 1989; Lovis 1979; Shott 1985, 1989; Wobst 1983)” (O’Brien et al 
2005:175).   

Table 1 lists relevant literature on survey theory and techniques and, although not 

comprehensive, it is a good representation of readily available information related to surface 

collection and shovel testing techniques in archaeology.  The works presented in Table 1 are in 

chronological order to illustrate the refinement of survey techniques over time in archaeology.  As 

a general trend, it appears that the study of survey techniques became an object of discussion within 

the archaeological community in the 1970s, with its fluorescence from the 1980s into the 1990s.  

While the discourse on survey techniques has not and will not disappear from academic journals, 

the venue of discourse appears to have changed somewhat.  Earlier discussions of survey 

techniques were almost exclusively found in articles published in academic journals.  In the 21st 

century, that discussion is now found in chapters of field guides or manuals devoted to the subject.  

This change in venue indicates an acceptance of standardized archaeological site survey practices 

and techniques within the archaeological community.   
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Table 1 
Chronological List of Academic Works Related to Surface Collection  

and Shovel Testing Techniques 
Pub. 
Date Author/Authors Publication 

1970 Redman, Charles L. and 
Patty Jo Watson Systematic Intensive Surface Collection 

1976 Lovis, Jr., William A.. Quarter Sections and Forests:  An Example of Probability 
Sampling in the Northeastern Woodlands 

1977 South, S. and R. Widmer A Subsurface Sampling Strategy for Archaeological 
Reconnaissance 

1978 Baker, C. M. The Size Effect:  An Explanation Of Variability In Surface 
Artifact Assemblage Content  

1978 Chartkoff, J. L. Transect Interval Sampling in Forests  
1978 King, Thomas F. The Archaeological Survey: Methods and Uses 

1978 Schiffer, M. B., A. P. 
Sullivan and T. C. Klinger The Design of Archaeological Survey 

1978 Plog, S., F. Plog and W. 
Wait Decision Making in Modern Survey  

1980 Lynch, B. Mark  Site Artifact Density and the Effectiveness of Shovel Probes 

1981 O’Brien, Michael J. and 
Dennis E. Lewarch (editors) Plowzone Archaeology: Contributions to Theory and Technique 

1981 Lewarch, Dennis E. and 
Michael J. O’Brien  

The Expanding Role of Surface Assemblages in Archaeological 
Research  

1981 Stone, G. D. On Artifact Density and Shovel Probes 
1981 Lynch, B. Mark More on Shovel Probes  

1982 Ives, J. Evaluating the Effectiveness of Site Discovery Techniques in 
Boreal Forest Environments 

1983 Dunnell, Robert C. and 
William S. Dancey The Siteless Survey: A Regional Scale Data Collection Strategy 

1983 Alexander, D. A. The Limitations of Traditional Surveying Techniques in a 
Forested Environment 

1983 Krakker, J. J., M. J. Shott, 
and P. D. Welch 

Design and Evaluation of Shovel Test Sampling in Regional 
Archaeological Survey 

1983 Connolly, T. J. and P. W. 
Baxter 

The Problem with Probability: Alternative Methods for forest 
Survey 

1983 Wobst, M. H. We Can't See the Forest For The Trees: Sampling and The Shapes 
of Archaeological Distributions  

1984 McManamon, Francis P. Discovering Sites Unseen 
1984 Frink, Douglas S. Artifact Behavior within the Plow Zone 

1985 Shott, Michael J. Shovel-Test Sampling as a Site Discovery technique: A Case 
Study from Michigan 

1985 Shennan, S. J. Experiments in the Collection and Analysis of Archaeological 
Survey Data: The East Hampshire Survey 

1986 Gallant T. W. 'Background Noise' and Site Definition: a Contribution to Survey 
Methodology  

1986 Lightfoot, Kent Regional Surveys in the Eastern United States: The Strengths and 
Weaknesses of Implementing Subsurface Testing Programs 

1986 Nance, Jack D. and Bruce F.  
Ball No Surprises? The Reliability and Validity of Test Pit Sampling  
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1986 Wandsnider, LuAnn and 
James I. Ebert  

Accuracy in Archeological Surface Survey in the Seedskadee 
Project Area, Southwestern Wyoming 

1986 Wandsnider, LuAnn and 
James I. Ebert  

Distributional Archaeology: Survey, Mapping, and Analysis of 
Surface Archaeological Materials in the Green River Basin, 
Wyoming 

1986 Lightfoot, K. G. Regional Surveys in the Eastern United States: The Strengths and 
Weaknesses of Implementing Subsurface Testing Programs  

1987 Redman, Charles L. Surface Collection, Sampling, and Research design: A 
Retrospective 

1987 Odell, G. H. and Frank 
Cowan Estimating Tillage Effects on Artifact Distributions  

1987 Schiffer, Michael B. Formation Processes of the Archaeological Record  

1987 Shott, M. J.   Feature Discovery and the Sampling Requirements of 
Archaeological Evaluations 

1988 Dunnell, Robert C. Low-Density Archaeological Records from Plowed Surfaces: 
Some Preliminary Considerations 

1988 Kintigh, Keith The Effectiveness of Subsurface Testing: A Simulation Approach 

1988 Wandsnider, LuAnn and 
James Ebert (editors) 

Issues in Archaeological Surface Survey: Meshing Method and 
Theory 

1989 Shott, Michael J. Shovel Test Sampling in Archaeological Survey: Comments on 
Nance and Ball and Lightfoot 

1989 Lightfoot, Kent A Defense of Shovel-Test Sampling: A Reply to Shott 

1989 Nance, Jack D. and Bruce F.  
Ball 

A Shot in the Dark: Shott's Comments on Nance and Ball and 
Ligthfoot 

1992 Wandsnider, LuAnn and 
Eileen L. Camilli 

The Character of Surface Archaeological Deposits and Its 
Influence on Survey Accuracy 

1992 Shott, Michael J. Commerce or Service: Models of Practice in Archaeology 

1995 Shott, Michael J. Reliability of Archaeological Records on Cultivated Surfaces: A 
Michigan Case Study  

1995 Dunnell, Robert C. and Jan 
F. Simek Artifact Size and Plowzone Processes 

1997 
Hester, Thomas, Harry 
Schafer and Kenneth L.  
Feder 

Field Methods in Archaeology, Chapter 4 

1998 Sullivan, Alan P. (editor) Surface Archaeology: Method, Theory, and Practice 
2002 E. B. Banning Archaeological Survey 
2002 Stewart, R. Michael Archaeology, Basic Field Methods, Chapters 6, 7 and 8 

2002 Schon, R. Seeding the Landscape:  Experimental Contributions to Regional 
Survey Methodology 

2003 Collins, James M. and Brian 
L. Molyneaux Archaeological Survey 

2006 E. B. Banning, A. L. 
Hawkins and S. T. Stewart Detection Functions for Archaeological Survey  

2006 Howard, Philip Archaeological Survey and Mapping 

2007 White, George G. and 
Thomas F. King The Archaeological Survey Manual 

2007 
Sullivan, III, Alan P., Philip 
B. Mink II and Patrick M.  
Uphus 

Archaeological Survey Design, Units of Observation, and the 
Characterization of Regional Variability 
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In a 2007 article published in American Antiquity by Sullivan, Mink and Uphus entitled 

“Archaeological Survey Design, Units of Observation, and the Characterization of Regional 

Variability”, the authors state that:  

“In many respects, archaeological survey has finally come of age.  With the recent 
appearance of two books entitled Archaeological Survey (Banning 2002; Collins 
and Molyneaux 2003), there is little question that survey has inched ever closer to 
excavation as a co-equal data acquisition method in archaeology (Alcock and 
Cherry 2004).  Although intended for slightly different constituencies, both 
volumes effectively situate survey within contemporary archaeological practice” 
(Sullivan et al. 2007:322).   

Also published in late 2006 and 2007 were, Archaeological Survey and Mapping, by Phillip 

Howard (2006), and The Archaeological Survey Manual, by White and King (2007).  These 

publications reinforced the sentiments of Sullivan et al. 

The change in publication venue from articles in academic journals to guides or manual 

compendiums would appear to indicate that many of the theories, methods and techniques are no 

longer in a developmental stage but have entrenched themselves in mainstream archaeological 

thought and practice.  While the acceptance of survey studies as a “co-equal data acquisition 

method” in the archaeological community may be true, the purpose of the Sullivan et al. article was 

to identify a problem within the world of archaeological survey study.  “That problem is the extent 

to which survey units of observation affect the characterization of the archaeological record and its 

variability (Sullivan et al 2007:323).  However accepted survey archaeology has become a healthy 

debate about survey methods and techniques still exists within the field of archaeology. 

Many of the early publications listed in Table 1 focused on how to improve archaeological 

site survey studies and helped to fashion what eventually came to constitute what we know today as 

acceptable survey practices.  The trajectory of the literature emphasizes how survey studies make 

the functional transition from a method for site discovery with minimal analytic value to a primary 

data recovery method and, finally, an interpretive tool.  Many of the articles focus on the theoretical 

aspects of data recovery, and others concentrate on the operational and methodological aspects of 

data recovery.  Most of the data used to formulate the articles in Table 1 was derived from federally 
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funded, large-scale studies.  The notion of efficiency and accuracy of data recovery for many of 

these projects was of considerable concern.  This subject matter speaks somewhat to the emergence 

of an extra-academic influence driving archaeological site survey studies.   

With the emphasis on the efficacy of survey techniques, it is important to acknowledge the 

driving forces behind the development of a survey design.  It is also important to understand how 

they affect the selection of a particular survey technique.  When considering a survey technique, an 

archaeologist must take into consideration several factors, such as project objectives, environment, 

size and funding.  Schiffer, Sullivan and Klinger label the negotiation of these factors under the 

umbrella of recovery theory.  They state, “Techniques are selected within the framework of 

recovery theory” (Schiffer et al. 1978:3).  “The principles of ‘recovery theory’ specify how 

discovery probabilities vary with the archaeological and environmental characteristics of the study 

area and particular techniques” (Schiffer et al. 1978:3).  In essence, recovery theory is the 

understanding of the interplay of project objectives, environment and logistics. 

In 1997, Kenneth Feder summarized what he saw as the basic common goals of an 

archaeological site survey, which were “illuminating a landscape signature and detecting and 

comprehending a settlement pattern” (Hester et al. 1997:42).  Feder acknowledged that to obtain 

these basic common goals of an archaeological survey, a survey must first focus its efforts on what 

he called the “intermediate goal” of an archaeological site survey.  Feder viewed the “intermediate 

goal” as “the discovery of sites, the examination of spatial boundaries of sites and the identification 

of the general distribution of sites” (Hester et al. 1997:42).  This in essence is the common objective 

of any archaeological site discovery survey.   

The second influential aspect of recovery theory is environment.  The environment of an 

archaeological site discovery survey directly influences the choice of technique.  Environment 

always has an effect on visibility.  Visibility is essentially the interplay of cultural remains and 

environmental variables, such as topography, vegetation, drainage, soil matrix and weather.  

Visibility can be obscured to varying degrees, therefore greatly influencing discovery.   
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Environment also plays a role in the third factor of recovery theory, logistics.  Project 

logistics are the interplay of project size, environment, and funding which are all essential 

components of a survey.  Logistics has a profound limiting influence on the degree or intensity with 

which a survey project can be performed.  Concerning archaeological site recovery efficiency, 

logistics is a major component of recovery theory. 

Surface collection strategies are some of the most frequently used and efficient data 

discovery strategies in archaeology.  They are especially powerful in arid environments where 

there is excellent overall surface visibility, preservation of artifacts is optimal, and soil 

development is at a minimum.  However, often-cited criticisms of surface collected data are that 

surface materials suffer from severe post depositional, natural and cultural processes, like 

agricultural activities, and this creates a lack of a positive relationship between the distribution of 

surface and subsurface materials.  Because of this vulnerability, these assemblages lack analytical 

potential such as chronological control.  Critics of surface collection as a primary form of data 

recovery infer that these assemblages are somehow incomplete when compared to their protected 

subterranean counterparts and therefore considered less valuable (Lewarch and O’Brien 1981). 

Many of the survey-related articles published during the 1970s and 1980s were concerned 

with methods and operational issues of surface collection.  These articles were dominated by 

information, examples and theories that essentially established a best practices model.  In 1970, 

Charles Redman and Patty Jo Watson published an article entitled “Systematic Intensive Surface 

Collection” (Redman and Watson 1970).  This article speaks to the potential interpretive power of 

surface collection.  In the article, two mounds are systematically collected.  The collection efforts 

are examples of the effectiveness of a systematic approach to surface collection as opposed to what 

Redman and Watson term as an “intuitive” inspection.  The article advocates systematic surface 

collection techniques in order to contribute to intra-site interpretation.  Although the article focuses 

on known archaeological sites, its methodological contributions to both inter-site and intra-site 

survey are powerful.  Their systematic process leads to a refined understanding of the spatial 
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distribution of surficial artifact assemblages. 

In 1978 Plog and Wait published an article entitled “Decision Making in Modern Survey” 

(Plog and Wait 1978).  In this article, the authors outline steps for the design of an archaeological 

survey and suggest that the probability of finding a site depends on the ratio between the total 

project area and the amount of land surveyed.  In their step-by-step guide, step one is to define the 

survey area by choosing natural or manmade boundaries.  Step two is to establish guidelines as to 

how a site is defined, and step three is to decide on the degree of survey intensity.  Survey intensity 

is defined as the ratio of surveyed land to un-surveyed land.  Using examples of surface collection 

surveys from the Southwest, the authors determine that transects are the most effective sampling 

units because they cover the most spatial area.  They argue that smaller units are more effective in 

locating sites than larger sampling units.  They argue this based on the assumption that only a part 

of a site needs to be located in order to establish its presence.  They also state that, because larger 

sites are easier to find, there is a bias in site discovery techniques toward finding large sites.  This 

study also determines that there is a linear relationship between survey intensity and site density.  

To test this hypothesis, they examine the correlation between person-days per square mile and site 

density; the more sites that are found, the more time the crew will spend on recording. 

A 1978 article by Schiffer, Sullivan and Klinger entitled “The Design of Archaeological 

Survey” (Schiffer et al. 1978) focuses on survey design and operational issues of survey practice.  

In this article, the authors outline procedures and issues involved with archaeological surveys.  

These include the regional archaeological record and parameters, discovery probability, and survey 

design.  Terms such as abundance, which is defined as the prevalence of artifacts or artifact types, 

and clustering, which refers to the way the artifacts are spatially aggregated, are introduced.  The 

article goes on to state that probability sampling methods can be used effectively only when 

visibility and accessibility are known and estimates on abundance, clustering and obtrusiveness, 

which is the ease with which a site or artifacts can be detected using a particular discovery 

technique, are available.  The authors compare the benefits and draw backs involved with sampling 
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unit size, number and shape.  Intensity, the amount of effort devoted to inspecting surveyed areas, 

has the most profound effect on site discovery probability.  A three-stage outline is proposed for 

survey design, beginning with Stage 1, background studies; Stage 2, reconnaissance and Stage 3, 

intensive survey.  Principles of recovery theory are also presented in this article.  Recovery theory 

is the understanding of the interplay of survey constraints, archaeological resources and recovery 

technique.  Published in the late 1970s this article is still frequently cited.  The information 

contained in this article is especially useful when discussing dynamics of survey design decisions 

and practice. 

One of the articles that mark a transition within site survey archaeology from a focus on 

site discovery and methods of practice to a primary data recovery method and interpretative tool is 

a 1981 article written by Lewarch and O’Brien entitled “The Expanding Role of Surface 

Assemblages in Archaeological Research” (Lewarch and O’Brien 1981).  This article poses that 

surface artifacts are useful in more situations and for more kinds of research problems than might 

commonly be appreciated (Lewarch and O’Brien 1981).  Their article addresses the potential of 

surface data by describing advances in understanding formation processes, assessing arguments 

against the use of surface remains and presenting examples where surface material has proven 

successful in solving both regional and site-specific problems.  Lewarch and O’Brien identify two 

basic types of data recovery techniques associated with surface collection strategies, point 

provenience and grid sampling.  Generically, point provenience is described as the accurate 

position of artifacts or artifact assemblages on the map.  Grid sampling or a gridded surface 

collection is the construction of a grid and the recovery of artifacts located by discrete grid 

coordinates.  Lewarch and O’Brien demonstrate how these techniques can be applied in various 

environmental settings and at different scales.   

Later, other issues related to interpretation, such as data recovery bias and recovery 

efficiency, are subjects of discourse within the archaeological community.  Many of these articles 

are concerned with increasing the resolution and reliability that surface data can provide.  An 
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excellent example of this type of work is Wandsnider and Camilli’s 1992 article entitled “The 

Character of Surface Archaeological Deposits and its Influence on Survey Accuracy” (Wandsnider 

and Camilli 1992).  This article bases its findings on the results of regional surface collection 

surveys.  In an experiment, they use seeding techniques to quantify the accuracy of surface 

collection techniques.  A seeding technique is when a recorded amount of obvious non-artifact 

material is scattered and recovered in a survey or excavation scenario and the results are then used 

to calculate percentages of data recovered.  This allows for the quantification of recovery rate 

estimates during surface collecting.  Statements about the practice of surface collection and its 

relationship to the archaeological record are made based on these findings.   

As cultural resource management evolved and expanded into different survey 

environments and survey objectives, a host of new survey issues developed.  Although surface 

collection surveys had long been performed in plowed field environments, a combination of 

accumulated survey data and trends in the developing world of survey archaeology demanded more 

refined data analysis of plowed environments.  Examples of these types of studies include the 1978 

article by Charles Baker entitled “The Size Effect: An Explanation of Variability in Surface 

Artifact Assemblage Content” (Baker 1978), a 1995 article written by Dunnell and Simek, “Size 

and the Plowzone Process” (Dunnell and Simek 1995), and Michael Shott’s article, also from 1995, 

“Reliability of Archaeological Records on Cultivated Surfaces: A Michigan Case Study” (Shott 

1995).  As the titles indicate, these articles are concerned with issues such as characteristics of 

artifact displacement, representative artifact bias and site degradation.   

Finally, in the late 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century, there has been a 

reduction in the volume of articles on archaeological site surveys published in academic journals 

and a shift toward manuals, as evidenced by Table 1.  Surface collection as an object of study has 

now become a conditioned practice.  In general, field manual chapters are devoted to 

archaeological site survey, such as Chapter 4 in the Hester et al. 1997 publication, Field Methods in 

Archaeology (Hester et al. 1997) and Chapter 8 of Michael Stewart’s 2002 publication, 
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Archaeology, Basic Field Methods (Stewart 2002).  Both chapters summarize and condense many 

of the important articles, such as those listed in Table 1, into concise and readable packets of 

information.  Other recent manuals specifically focus on archaeological survey theory and 

methods, including Archeological Survey by Banning in 2002 (Banning 2002), Archaeological 

Survey by Collins and Molyneaux in 2003 (Collins and Molyneaux 2003) and George White and 

Thomas King’s 2007 publication, The Archaeological Survey Manual (White and King 2007).  As 

mentioned previously, these publications demonstrate the coming of age of archaeological survey 

(Sullivan et al. 2007). 

Because of the great deal of vegetation on the eastern seaboard of the United States, 

subsurface testing and, particularly, shovel testing is the most common archaeological survey 

technique performed in the Mid-Atlantic region.  The author knows from personal experience that 

even recently used agricultural fields have now given way to young cedar forests.  For example, the 

transition in Northern Virginia from agriculture to suburbia has dictated that collecting 

opportunities in agricultural fields has become less and less available during archaeological 

surveys.  Probably the most consistent criticism levied against shovel testing is that it does not 

perform well in detecting low-density sites.  Much of the critical literature has been devoted to 

measuring exactly how poor shovel testing performs in this arena.  The articles summarized in this 

section focus on shovel testing strategies, accuracy and efficiency.  Many of the questions raised by 

these articles are concerned with how to improve on survey recovery rates through shovel testing 

strategies and techniques.  Shovel testing follows a similar intellectual progression to surface 

collection.   

An early article in the field of shovel testing is William Lovis, Jr.’s 1976 article, “Quarter 

Sections and Forests:  An Example of Probability Sampling in the Northeastern Woodlands” (Lovis 

1976).  Lovis confronts problems involved in the application of probability sampling strategies to 

woodland environments and illustrates, by example, directions for the development of specialized 

field tactics in woodland environments.  These include the reduction of transect intervals and the 
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use of shovel testing.  Lovis tests several hypotheses during the 1974 field season at the Traverse 

Corridor in northern Michigan and finds there is a relationship between site location and its 

proximity to water.  Lovis also concludes that excavating 1 foot x 1 foot test units work better than 

using auger tools for the discovery of low-density sites in areas of low surface visibility.  Smaller 

transect intervals, such as 25-yard intervals, are more reliable than larger intervals, and smaller test 

units (1 foot x 1 foot) are more efficient.  Lovis also argues that, in woodland environments, 

efficiency can be increased by using cluster sampling because less time is used traveling from unit 

to unit.   

Joseph Chartkoff’s 1978 article entitled “Transect Interval Sampling in Forests” (Chartkoff 

1978) states that sampling design in excavation calls for previous estimates of site dimensions, 

artifact variability and density.  Sites covered by forest cannot be surface collected to gain such 

data.  Transect interval sampling provides the data at an early stage of research and at low cost.  

Chartkoff suggests the collection and processing of standard-volume soil samples.  These would be 

taken at regular intervals from a series of transects extending outward from the known area of the 

site.  The screening of these soil samples provides a measure of artifact density across space.  This 

measurement can then be plotted to create an artifact interval density graph.  An adopted value of 

artifact density can be used to define site limits for sampling purposes (for example, 0.04 

artifacts/liter).  Use of such a measure would add to the precision and validity of sampling designs 

that frequently use more casual ways of estimating site dimensions.  Chartkoff draws on examples 

from three excavations to illustrate his argument, the Root Site and Clark-Stringham Site in 

Michigan and the site of Petriolo II in central Italy.   

Frank McManamon’s 1984 article, “Discovering Sites Unseen” (McManamon 1984) is 

another example of a step-by-step guide on survey design.  This article provides guidelines to help 

determine site discovery techniques and takes into account practical issues such as environmental 

restraints, project goals and budget.  The interplay of these ideas is what Michael Schiffer would 

call principles of recovery theory.  McManamon details two characteristics of archaeological site 
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obtrusiveness.  The first is the ease with which site contents are detectable.  The second is the types 

of techniques necessary to discover a site.  Site discovery techniques are dependent on the 

frequency and spatial distribution of intra-site constituents, such as artifacts, features and 

anthropic/anthropogenic soil horizons.  McManamon evaluates a variety of archaeological 

techniques for their effectiveness in site discovery and concludes that shovel testing is the most 

effective overall means for site discovery, although this is dependent on the survey area 

environment, the abundance and distribution of artifacts and the placement of the shovel test pits.   

Shovel testing surely existed before the 1980s, but the literature suggests that the 1980s are 

very significant in establishing acceptable shovel testing practices.  Throughout this decade, a 

series of articles debates the reliability of shovel testing techniques including:  

Keith Kintigh’s 1988 article entitled “The Effectiveness of Subsurface Testing:  A 
Simulation Approach” (Kintigh 1988),  
 
Krakker et al. 1983 article entitled “Design and Evaluation of Shovel-Test 
Sampling in the Northeastern Woodlands” (Krakker et al. 1983), 
 
Shott’s 1985 article entitled “Shovel-Test Sampling as a Site Discovery 
Technique: A Case Study from Michigan” (Shott 1985), 
 
Lightfoot’s 1986 article entitled “Regional Surveys in the Eastern United States: 
Strengths and Weaknesses of Implementing Subsurface Testing Programs” 
(Lightfoot 1986), and 
 
Nance and Ball’s 1986 article entitled “No Surprises!  The Reliability and Validity 
of Test Pit Sampling” (Nance and Ball 1986). 

The discussions about techniques and survey designs in these articles, whether based on 

hypothetical or real world conditions, give rise to debates about the inherent weakness of shovel 

testing as its inability to provide for a high degree of reliability in the discovery of low-density sites 

in vegetated environments.  However, these articles also highlight the necessity to develop an 

acceptable survey technique in densely vegetated areas. 

Kintigh and Krakker both perform hypothetical computer simulations of a shovel testing 

regimen in order to understand and monitor the probability of missing a buried site.  All authors 

mentioned provide survey scenarios where improvements on transect design, such as staggered 
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transects as opposed to parallel transects, might increase the probability of discovering 

archaeological sites through shovel testing.  In 1989, Michael Shott wrote a response to the Nance 

and Ball and Lightfoot articles (Shott 1989), in which he is critical of shovel testing, not as a 

sampling technique, but as a discovery technique.  In his criticism, he uses data from these and 

earlier articles produced by Nance and Ball and Lightfoot as evidence in the shortcomings of shovel 

testing in regard to site discovery.  Shott states, “The jury is no longer out on shovel test sampling.  

Together with earlier studies, Nance and Ball’s and Lightfoot’s research documents the method’s 

ineffectiveness in its most common application: a site discovery method in vegetated areas” (Shott 

1989:403).  Shott points out that shovel test sampling has a low recovery rate in vegetated areas, 

and his criticisms here are understandable.  However, Shott provides no alternative to shovel 

testing.  To date, archaeology, either academic or extra-academic, has yet to produce a more 

effective site discovery technique in heavily vegetated areas.  Nance and Ball make suggestions in 

order to improve shovel testing techniques, such as staggering transects and decreasing intervals 

between shovel test pits.  Kintigh presents a hypothetical model that quantifies these suggestions.  

It is the author’s observation that, even today, these suggestions go largely unheeded in the world of 

cultural resource management archaeology. 

In Kent Lightfoot’s reply to Shott in a 1989 article entitled “A Defense of Shovel-Test 

Sampling:  A Reply to Shott” (Lightfoot 1989), Lightfoot responds to Shott and agrees that 

alternative survey methods should be developed for surveying wooded environments.  Unlike 

Shott, Lightfoot argues that shovel-test sampling is an effective discovery technique when the 

probability is high that material remains are buried less than 50 cm below the surface.  Lightfoot 

addresses the issue of the site definition by suggesting that discovery probability can be generated 

to estimate artifact population parameters across a study area.  Lightfoot also recognizes the lack of 

a standardized form for defining sites, making cross comparisons of site densities difficult.  

Lightfoot also cites the shortcomings of surface collection, as it only samples from a 

two-dimensional plane, whereas most artifacts are located three dimensionally.  Lightfoot's main 
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concern with comments by Shott is that they have implications for cultural resource management.  

Given the cost and labor investment in shovel testing, some agencies and developers may try to use 

less intensive means to survey.  Shott, in his 1989 American Antiquity article, suggests two 

alternative methods to shovel-test sampling, which Lightfoot addresses.  The first alternative is the 

surface survey of clear-cut forests, which Lightfoot dismisses as unrealistic since resources would 

need to be visible on the ground surface.  Furthermore, many government agencies and developers 

are skeptical of clear cutting forests.  Shott's second recommendation is to monitor construction 

activities.  Lightfoot contests this, suggesting that it does not provide adequate planning measures, 

nor does it provide any basis for estimating the population parameters.  Lightfoot uses a survey on 

Brookhaven Township to illustrate the benefits of shovel-test sampling. 

In the latter part of the 20th century, smaller, privately funded land development projects 

have become the norm in cultural resources management.  Because the current guidelines and 

standards for archaeological surveys were born out of the world of the large-scale surveys of the 

1960s and 1970s, this can be problematic.  This sometimes blind application of survey techniques 

would most likely fall under the criticisms Charles Redman made in 1987 in an article entitled 

“Surface Collection, Sampling Research Design:  A Retrospective” (Redman 1987).  Here, he 

lauds the adoption of formalized and thoughtful research design in archaeology but states that “all 

too often, techniques proposed in the literature have been blindly applied by fieldworkers who do 

not fully appreciate the implications of the approach” (Redman 1987:249).  State guidelines, which 

set minimum standards for archaeological investigations, could potentially perpetuate Redman’s 

concern. 

State guidelines are the product of a broad national performance standard set forth by the 

Secretary of the Interior in 48 FR44716-44742 on September 29, 1983.  These standards are 

interpreted by concerned state and federal agencies to produce acceptable guidelines for the 

practice of archaeology within that state.  The Virginia Department of Historic Resource’s 

Guidelines for Archaeological Investigations in Virginia is complicit with these performance 
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standards.  Under the heading “Conventional Survey” (VDHR 1993:6, 2009:6), it states that an 

archaeological survey “should be appropriate to existing conditions” and identifies two survey 

techniques to use in conventional surveys:  surface collection and shovel testing (VDHR 1993:7, 

2009:7).  These two techniques have, in fact, become the default survey strategies throughout the 

Mid-Atlantic Region and much of the country. 

The state of Virginia identifies an archaeological site as  

“the physical remains of any area of human activity greater than fifty years of age 
for which a boundary can be established.…  To establish a boundary for 
archaeological  sites  manifested  exclusively  by  artifacts,  the  recovery  of  a  
minimum of three items is  needed,  related either  temporally or  functionally and 
located within a spatially restricted area (a 300 square foot area is suggested).  This 
definition does not apply to cultural material that has been recently re-deposited or 
reflects casual discard.  However, single artifacts that represent one episode of 
behavior may receive a site designation if the researcher can justify the discard 
event to be culturally meaningful and/or associated with specific landscape 
features.  Other items to consider in deciding whether or not an area warrants a site 
designation include survey conditions, survey methods and site types” (VDHR 
1993:1, 2009:1). 

The state of Virginia guidelines, in identifying the appropriate conditions for surface 

collection, state that “at least 50% exposure is needed to warrant visual inspection without 

complementary subsurface investigation” (VDHR 1993:6, 2009:6).  However, if a site is located by 

visual inspection, “excavation of at least two shovel test pits (STPs) is recommended to assess site 

depth and presence or absence of intact cultural strata and/or features”(VDHR1993:6, 2009:6).  

The appropriate conditions for shovel testing are low-visibility scenarios, which assume the 

threshold to be less than 50% surface visibility.  Here, the guidelines specify, “As a general rule 

STPs should be excavated at intervals of no greater than 50 feet and should continue to sterile 

subsoil if possible.  It is recognized that different site types, as well as soils and topography, may 

justify a larger STP interval.  All soils recovered from STPs must be screened through 0.25-inch 

hardware cloth.  All artifacts should be retained with the exception of materials such as brick, shell, 

charcoal, etc., which may be noted in the field, a sample retained and the remainder discarded” 

(VDHR 1993:7, 2009:7). 
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The Environmental Setting of the Cross Trails Project Area 

The Cross Trails property located in the Potomac Piedmont of Northern Virginia possesses 

the typical geological make-up of the Potomac Piedmont.  The project area lies within a Triassic 

lowland area known as the Potomac Piedmont Lowlands (Fennemen 1938).  These lowlands are 

part of a Triassic basin known as the Culpeper Basin.  The Culpeper Basin is part of a larger 

formation that runs along the Atlantic coast and is known as the Newark Super Group.  Remnant 

landforms of the Newark Super Group’s underlying geology are represented on this property by the 

long, narrow rift valleys, or basins, formed during the Triassic Period by Mesozoic sedimentary and 

igneous rocks (Froelich and Olsen 1984).  Many of the areas of the Culpeper Basin also contain 

sandstone and basalt and have general elevations which range from 200 feet to 400 feet above sea 

level (Bailey and Roberts 1999). 

The topography and geology of the Cross Trails property is consistent with characteristics 

of the Potomac Piedmont Lowlands.  The northern half of the Cross Trails property consists of 

gently rolling topography with several knolls.  The topography of the southern half of the project 

area consists of several north-south trending ridges divided by drainages leading to tributaries to 

Sycolin Creek.  The ridges that extend to the southern end of the property become pronounced, and 

the drainages cut deeper as they work their way into un-named tributaries of Sycolin Creek.   

The tributaries flow northwest to southeast across the extreme southern end of the property 

and join Sycolin Creek near the southeast corner of the project area.  Sycolin Creek flows into 

Goose Creek, a second order stream of the Potomac River.  The Goose Creek watershed covers 

about a quarter of Fauquier County and about one half of Loudoun County, where it meanders and 

picks up energy and volume from lower order tributaries, including Sycolin Creek, until it joins the 

Potomac roughly five miles south of Leesburg.   

The soils at the Cross Trails property are moderately to well-drained silt loams, which are 

consistent with the surrounding Potomac Piedmont Lowlands soils (USDA 1951).  During the 2004 
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survey, shovel testing efforts at Cross Trails were concentrated on well-drained areas unless 

obstructions, such as standing water, very heavy vegetation or hazardous situations, dictated 

otherwise.   

 
Cross Trails Project Area Soil Map  

Derived from Natural Resources Conservation Service  
Web Soil Survey National Cooperative Soil Survey, 4/7/2011 

 
Figure 3 

The soils in the project area roughly follow the topographic trends.  The higher ridges tend to be 

moderate to well drained, and these soils are associated with sandstones and shale of the Piedmont 

Plateau and Potomac Piedmont Lowlands (USDA 1951).  From Figure 3 and Table 2, we can see 

that the majority of these well-drained soils consist of Penn silt loam (73B and 73C), making up 26 

percent of the soils, Sudley-Oatlands complex (76B), making up 17 percent of the soils, and 
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Manassas silt loam (14B), making up 14 percent of the soils.  These series represent over fifty 

percent of the survey area’s soils (USDA, NRCS Web Soil Survey 2011). 

 

Table 2 
Cross Trails Project Area Soil Breakdown 

Map Unit  Map Unit Name Acres % of  Area 
6A Bowmansville silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes, occasionally flooded 30.8 5.9% 
14B Manassas silt loam, 0 to 7 percent slopes 76.3 14.7% 
60C Sycoline-Catlett complex, 7 to 15 percent slopes 31.6 6.1% 
60D Catlett gravelly silt loam, 15 to 25 percent slopes 2.0 0.4% 
60E Catlett-Rock outcrop complex, 25 to 45 percent slopes 2.2 0.4% 
62B Sycoline-Kelly complex, 2 to 7 percent slopes 21.2 4.1% 
73B Penn silt loam, 2 to 7 percent slopes 86.9 16.7% 
73C Penn silt loam, 7 to 15 percent slopes 60.2 11.6% 
76B Sudley-Oatlands complex, 2 to 7 percent slopes 90.5 17.4% 
76C Oatlands gravelly silt loam, 7 to 15 percent slopes 23.6 4.5% 
77D3 Nestoria channery silt loam, 15 to 25 percent slopes, severely eroded 2.6 0.5% 
78A Dulles silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes 22.2 4.3% 
79A Albano silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes, frequently flooded 69.9 13.5% 

Totals for Area of Interest 520.0 100.0% 
Derived from Natural Resources Conservation Service, Web Soil Survey, National Cooperative Soil Survey, 4/7/2011 

 

The typical profile of these dominant project area soils usually encounters a B horizon (or a 

culturally sterile horizon) at 8 to 12 inches, which is consistent with the soil survey profile and 

typical of areas that have undergone repeated agricultural tillage.  Other less prominent soil series 

found in the project area also express a similar plow zone profile, indicating that the project area 

has undergone tillage for a number of years.  The project area consisted of connected agricultural 

fields and parcels that were at various stages of old-field succession (Figure 4).  The northern 

portion of the project area was a 100-acre open tilled field.  In 2004, it was under its first season of 

cultivation for commercial sod grass.  Prior to this, these fields were planted with corn in the 19th 

and 20th centuries and tobacco in the early 18th and 19th centuries.  This agricultural trajectory is 

consistent with the general landscape history in Loudoun County, Virginia. 
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Figure 4 

In the center of the project area is a young hardwood forest consisting of a mix of poplar, 

hickory, maple, oak and sycamore.  Most of the southern half of the project area is covered in 

young growth cedar forests.  The trees tend to be a mix of hardwoods and older cedars along 

galleries, field divides, older fence lines, low wet areas and lanes.  All fields had not been cultivated 

or used at the time of the survey, except for Area A.  The remainder of the southern half is a series 

of fallow wild grass-covered fields with remnant corn crops sprouting up in various places and 

surrounded by mixed cedar and hardwood gallery tree lines.   

At the time of the survey, weather ranged from very hot and humid in August and 

September to very cool and wet in October and November.  Rainfall did hinder some exploration in 

the months of October and November.  Remnant hurricane-related storms passed over the project 

area, and, although no major flooding occurred at the time of the survey, local steams and minor 

tributaries became engorged.   
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The rest of this section presents a discussion of the environment as it relates to natural and 

manmade archaeological site formation processes.  The result of these processes has a direct impact 

on not only the life history (Schiffer 1972, 1987) but also the repose of artifacts.  Discussion of 

earlier natural formation processes is based on an environmental history of the area, drawn largely 

from work provided by Carbone, (1976.  See also Gardner, 1985 and 1987; Johnson, 1986 and 

Stevens, 1989).  This part of the general discussion focuses on environmental variables relevant to 

the natural formation processes within the project area, such as vegetation, hydrology and fauna.  It 

is provided to give better context to the Native American data.  Ancient environmental settings as 

well as more obvious and more recent manmade processes, such as agricultural and 

machine-scraped surfaces, will be discussed in this section. 

At the time of the arrival of humans into the region, the area was beginning to recover 

rapidly from the effects of the last Wisconsin glacial maximum of circa 18,000 years ago.  

Vegetation was in transition from northern-dominated species and included a mixture of conifers 

and hardwoods.  The primary trend was toward a reduction in the openness, which would have been 

characteristic of parkland settings of 14,000 to 12,000 years ago.  The current cycle of ponding and 

stream drowning began between 18,000 to 16,000 years ago at the beginning of the final retreat of 

the last Wisconsin glaciations (Gardner 1985); sea level rise has been steady since then.  These 

trends continued to accelerate over the subsequent millennia of the Holocene.  The appearance of 

marked seasonality (circa 9000 B.P.) was accompanied by the spread of deciduous forests 

dominated by oaks and hickories.  Modern forests characteristic of the area did not prevail until 

after 5000 to 4500 B.P., which is also about the time the Potomac cut its current path.  Sea level rise 

at this time was rapid, which resulted in inundation of interior streams, and then slowed and now 

continues at a rate estimated to be 10 inches a century (Darmody and Foss 1978).   

During the Euro-American Period, at circa 1700 A.D., cultural landscape alteration 

became a new environmental factor (Walker and Gardner 1989).  When Euro-American settlement 

extended into the Piedmont/Coastal Plain interface, settlers cleared the land for cultivation and 
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harvesting of wood for use in a number of different products.  At this time, the streams and 

tributaries to the Potomac were broad expanses of open waters from their mouths well up their 

valleys to near their falls where they leave the Piedmont and enter the Coastal Plain.  These streams 

were conducive to the establishment of ports and harbors, elements necessary to commerce and 

contact with the outside world and the seats of colonial power.  Many early ports were abandoned 

or reduced in importance because of the erosion cycle set up by the land clearing that resulted in 

tons of silt washing into streams and ultimately impeding maritime navigation.  This must have had 

an effect on the trade of agricultural goods to places down the river, as we see the development of a 

canal system, which would have placed the trade of these agricultural goods into deepwater ports.   

Landforms in the southern portion of the project area are very pronounced.  Various ridges 

and knolls associated with both past and present drainages leading to the local creeks and streams 

populate this area.  In general, these ridges separate the drainages that empty into tributaries to 

Sycolin Creek, a tributary to Goose Creek that runs directly into the Potomac River.  Sycolin Creek 

flows near the southeastern corner of the property.  The presence of landforms having low relief 

(the ridge and knoll tops) and the proximity of water (Sycolin Creek and its tributaries) would have 

not only made the area an attractive location for Native American populations but the development 

of the milling industry in the late 18th century.  This is evidenced by the series of mills that are 

found along Sycolin Creek and the early 19th Century canal system built along Goose Creek.   

Agricultural tillage of the land and 20th century infrastructure development has had an 

observable effect on the landscape (see Figure 4).  The irregular field divisions and alterations in 

drainage patterns due to 19th and 20th century construction of residences, roads, cemeteries, 

runways and buildings on and near the project area evidence this.  For the last forty years, the 

landscape has been making a transition from rural farmland to suburban development.   

Mature hardwoods occupy a small percentage of the project area.  With the exception of 

the area around a cemetery and the farmstead, these hardwood areas usually represent established 

field divisions, or galleries along creeks or drainages.  Within these field divisions, fallow interiors 
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are occupied by young eastern red cedar (Juniperarus Virginiana) within the last fifteen to twenty 

years (see Figure 4).   

Related Archaeological Research 

Using VDHR's online Data Sharing Service and examining cultural resource management 

reports at the VDHR offices in Richmond has produced an inventory of project-related 

archaeological sites.  Figure 5 shows the locations of the sites, and Table 3 condenses the 

descriptions of the sites.  Prior to the 2004 investigation, 10 archeological sites, one building 

complex and one buried historic site were recorded within the project area.  Most sites were 

recorded during systematic surveys of select portions of the Cross Trails project property in the 

1980s.  Eight of the archaeological sites are Native American, 5 of which consist of lithic scatters of 

indeterminate age.  Diagnostic artifacts were recovered in 3 of the sites.  44LD416 dated to the Late 

Archaic; 44LD199 was tentatively dated to the Late Archaic and/or Late Woodland and 44LD201 

dated to the Late Woodland.  In addition, 7 Native American sites of indeterminate age were 

recorded in proximity to the project area in the Dulles Greenway corridor.  Two Euro-American 

sites are also on the property.  44LD431 in Area A is an archaeological site associated with a farm 

complex known as the Hawlings Farm (VDHR structure 53-0014).  44LD414 is a domestic site in 

Area I that dates to the 19th century and is believed to be associated with Shreve Mill.   
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Table 3 
Archaeological Sites Previously Recorded on the Cross Trails Property 

44LD199 
Identified in a 1981 surface collection by quartz and rhyolite artifacts.  The assemblage 
included a quartz stemmed projectile point, which, according to Rust, suggests a Late Archaic 
to Early Woodland occupation, and a rhyolite triangular point dating to the Late Woodland. 

44LD200 A small Native American lithic scatter, also discovered by William Rust in 1981.  The site is of 
indeterminate age and yielded quartz, rhyolite, chert and hornfels flakes. 

44LD201 Native American lithic scatter of quartz, rhyolite and hornfels lithics, including a rhyolite 
triangular projectile point dating to the Late Woodland period, as identified by Rust in 1981. 

44LD202* 
Identified in a 1981 surface collection conducted by William Rust and located south of the 
project area.  Consisted of a very small lithic scatter, which included one unidentified quartz 
biface. 

44LD388 
Native American lithic scatter located on a nearly level Piedmont plateau west of the current 
study area, 400 meters east of a tributary of Sycolin Creek.  The site contained quartz shatter 
and fragments and no diagnostic artifacts.  Discovered by WAPORA, Inc. during the 1988 
surface collection survey.   

44LD389* 
Located just outside the Cross Trails property line near 44LD388, this is a Native American 
lithic scatter that yielded quartz flakes, shatter, tertiary flakes and one utilized flake.  
Discovered during the 1988 WAPORA, Inc. survey. 

44LD398 
Native American lithic scatter discovered by WAPORA, Inc. in the 1988 surface collection 
survey.  Located on a broad hill between two branches of Sycolin Creek.  Artifacts collected 
included three quartz flakes and one small quartz stemmed point. 

44LD413* 
Shreve’s (Lent’s) Mill was an 18th to 19th century site with a Native American component, 
which was identified in 1987 by WAPORA, Inc.  More intensive investigations revealed a 
disturbed site.  It is located adjacent to the southern boundary of the Cross Trails property, and 
the remnant of its tailrace flows through the property.   

44LD414 
This Euro-American domestic 19th century site known as the Hill Top Site was recorded in 
1987 by WAPORA, Inc.  It is located above the floodplain of Sycolin Creek near its confluence 
with the tributary that runs through the project area and across the creek from the Shreve's Mill 
Site (44LD413). 

44LD415 
A multi-component site located in the floodplain of Sycolin Creek.  Eight artifacts were 
recovered during Phase I archaeological testing in 1987 by WAPORA, Inc.  They included five 
pieces of quartz shatter, a biface fragment, a quartz flake and one redware (ceramic) sherd. 

44LD416 

Native American lithic scatter located on a hilltop recorded in 1988 by WAPORA, Inc.  The 
site is located in an open cultivated field in the southern portion of the project area.  The site is 
of indeterminate age. Artifact density dictated a controlled surface collection recommended.  In 
1988, WAPORA, Inc. performed a controlled intensive surface survey, which yielded 91 
artifacts, the majority of which were quartz and quartzite debitage (WAPORA 1990).  One 
heavily re-sharpened Late Archaic quartzite Savannah River point and one quartz side-notched 
Halifax point were recovered, and the site was interpreted as a transient campsite dating to the 
Late Archaic.   

44LD417* 
Native American lithic scatter located 600 feet northwest of a small tributary of Sycolin Creek 
on high, gently rolling ground west of the current study area, discovered by WAPORA, Inc. 
during the 1987 survey. 

44LD418 
This Native American scatter situated adjacent to the headwaters of a small tributary of the 
north branch of Sycolin Creek on the western boundary of the current study area was recorded 
by WAPORA, Inc. in 1987. 

44LD431 
Domestic Euro-American site associated with the Hawlings Farm (Structure 53-0014), an 18th 
to 20th century farmstead.  Located by WAPORA, Inc. in the 1988 field reconnaissance, it was 
more intensively investigated later in 1990. 

*Located adjacent to the project area. 
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The first systematic archaeological survey on the Cross Trails project area was a surface 

reconnaissance of plowed cornfields conducted by William F. Rust III in 1981.  This survey was 

done by the Loudoun Archaeology Center which was a non-profit vocational archaeology 

foundation created in the 1980s by William F. Rust III.  During Rust’s survey of the Cross Trails 

area, he recorded four Native American sites, three of which (sites 44LD199 through 44LD201) are 

in the southern portion of the current project area in Area J (see Figure 5).   

WAPORA, Inc. of McLean, Virginia, conducted later survey work in 1987 through1988.  

The work was conducted for a proposed alignment for an extension to the Dulles Toll Road 

(WAPORA 1988a and 1988b).  It is not clear from any of the reports how the actual surface 

collections were conducted.  In the 1980s, state guidelines would have dictated that there be at least 

50% visibility on the field surface at the time of the survey.  Their survey located six Native 

American sites, 44LD398, 44LD415, 44LD416, 44LD417, 44LD418 and 44LD419, and one 

Euro-American site, 44LD414.  Of these sites, 44LD398, 44LD414, 44LD415, 44LD416 and 

44LD418 are located in the current project area (see Figure 5).   

Throughout the 1980s, these fields were under active cultivation, so the understanding is 

that the Rust and WAPORA, Inc. surveys would have been conducted with at least a 50% visibility 

of the surface areas.  This assumption would also be consistent with the agricultural practices of 

this area at the time of survey, as most fields in this area were still under active cultivation for corn 

until the early 1990s. 
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CHAPTER 3: 
2004 FIELD INVESTIGATIONS 

In 2004, a land development company employed Thunderbird Archeology to locate and 

identify all archaeological sites and structures, to estimate site size and boundaries and to assess the 

need for further investigation at the Cross Trails property in Loudoun County, Virginia.  Since it 

had been almost 15 years since the last sites had been recorded, the land development company 

wanted Thunderbird to confirm the size and condition of the existing cultural resources on this 

property, in addition to surveying the remainder that had not yet been surveyed.   

In the early 1980s, an avocational archaeologist, William Rust III, investigated parts of the 

property after learning of potential sites based on reports by local residents.  As a result, he located 

several sites in the southern portion of the Cross Trails survey area.  In the late 1980s, an extension 

to the Dulles Toll Road was proposed near the property.  The Toll Road alignment and exit ramps 

would cross the property near the western and southern boundaries.  In compliance with Section 

106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, WAPORA, Inc. surveyed land inside and adjacent to 

the western and southern boundaries of the Cross Trails project area due to this Toll Road project.  

WAPORA, Inc. also identified several sites both inside and just outside the boundaries of the Cross 

Trails survey area. 

Field Strategies and Techniques 

The surface reconnaissance consisted of walking over the fields and examining all exposed 

areas for the presence of artifacts.  Exposed areas included cut banks, tree falls, machinery cuts and 

soils exposed by erosion.  The surface reconnaissance also examined the landscape for 

high-probability areas and micro topography for remnant surface features which might indicate the 

presence of buried archeological sites.  The characteristics of high-probability areas include 

well-drained soils, low relief and proximity to water or any other environmental characteristics 
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favorable to human occupation.  A micro topography is an anomaly within the greater landscape 

that is not visible on topographic maps.  The anomaly can sometimes indicate remnants of human 

occupation such as building foundations or burial depressions.  

Per the VDHR guidelines, areas that contained 50% to 100% surface visibility fell into the 

category of surface collection.  This only included Area A of the Cross Trails property (see 

Figure2).  The majority of this area was point provenience surface collected, and a portion near the 

Hawling’s House was gridded and intensively collected.  The point provenience technique 

establishes transects over the exposed surface area at 10-foot intervals.  Intervals of 10 feet were 

chosen to optimize visual scanning and minimize crowding or cross-over between transects.  The 

locations of artifact concentrations encountered within the 10-foot corridors were recorded as 

waypoints on a Geographic Positioning System (GPS) and latter mapped using a Geographic 

Information System (GIS).  The artifacts were collected and bagged with surface collection find 

numbers corresponding to waypoint coordinates for provenience.  The artifacts were then sent back 

to the lab for processing and analysis.   

The GPS handset used during the project was a Magellan SportTrack Map which was Wide 

Area Augmentation enabled.  The Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) is a system of 

satellites and ground stations that provide GPS signal corrections, giving an average of up to five 

times better accuracy.  A WAAS-capable receiver can give you a position accuracy of better than 

three meters 95 percent of the time under normal conditions (http://www8.garmin.com/aboutGPS 

/waas.html, 4/7/2011).  Conditions for a GPS signal are calculated using a concept called Dilution 

of Precision (DOP).  DOP is, essentially, the reception of the GPS unit based on the geometric 

position of the satellites sending signals to the GPS handset.  During the time of the survey, 

conditions were optimal, and the DOP value was extremely high, normally around 1 or 2 on a scale 

of 12, with 1 being the best, during the survey.   

In areas of high artifact concentration, gridded surface collection techniques were used 

because gridded surface collection can establish discrete areas of artifact clusters within a larger 

http://www8.garmin.com/aboutGPS%20/waas.html
http://www8.garmin.com/aboutGPS%20/waas.html
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area of artifact concentration.  A grid was constructed by establishing contiguous cells of 25 feet by 

25 feet in order to cover the area.  This interval was chosen based on logistics and volume of visible 

surface artifacts but also because it corresponded to the interval commonly used for close interval 

shovel testing by Thunderbird Archeology.  The consecutively numbered cells were visually 

scanned, collected and bagged with corresponding cell numbers for provenience.  The artifacts 

were then sent back to the lab for processing and analysis.   

In all vegetated high-probability areas, shovel testing was initially conducted at 50-foot (15 

meter) intervals on parallel transects.  Intervals of 50 feet were chosen because this is the maximum 

interval allowed by VDHR guidelines.  Shovel test pits were excavated at 25-foot (7.6 meter) 

intervals in a cruciform pattern emanating from the positive shovel test pits, based on Chartkoff’s 

research (Chartkoff 1978).  Two negative shovel test pits after the last positive shovel test pit in all 

cardinal directions were considered to mark site boundaries.  Based on Thunderbird Archeology’s 

past experience in the Potomac Piedmont, the combination of 50-foot intervals with 25-foot 

cruciform patterns around positive shovel tests has proven to be successful when surveying wooded 

environments.  This technique delineated the artifact concentrations and produced observable 

archaeological site boundaries.  It is also widely accepted throughout the Mid-Atlantic states.   

In areas including structures identified during surface reconnaissance or discovered 

through archival research of maps or archaeological reports, intensive shovel testing was conducted 

at 25-foot (7.6 meter) intervals on parallel transects in an effort to accurately delineate the site and 

reveal areas of activity or periods of occupation.  Intervals of 25 feet were chosen because 25 feet is 

the midpoint between 50-foot intervals.  Two negative shovel test pits after the last positive shovel 

test pit were considered to mark the site boundary for a transect. 

While the shovel testing procedures for this project utilized parallel transects, Thunderbird 

Archeology, in general, did not discourage the use of staggered transects.  In-fact, staggered 

transects should have been employed in a few survey situations during this project.  As mentioned 

in Chapter 2, Kintigh and others have made a persuasive case for this tactic.  It is obvious from the 
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literature that there is an increase in the chances of intersecting a site when using this method and 

given certain parameters.  However, survey environments do not usually reflect optimal conditions.  

The landscape is dynamic, and issues of line-of-sight due to densely forested environments, 

undulating topography and human error have an impact on transect alignment.  It is not clear if 

there truly would be a benefit from the use of staggered transects in the field.  All of these issues 

could be mitigated to meet the standards put forth by Kintigh, Krakker and others.  However, 

logistics, such as limited project resources, most likely prohibit the effort to incorporate their theory 

effectively into common practice.   

Shovel test pits conformed to the Virginia State Guidelines and measured at least 15 inches 

(30 cm) in diameter.  Vertical excavation was by natural soil levels; excavation stopped when 

gleyed soils, gravel, water or well-developed B horizons too old to contain evidence of human 

occupation were reached.  All soils were screened through 0.25-inch mesh hardware cloth screens.  

Soil profiles were made of representative units, with soil descriptions noted in standard USDA soil 

terminology (A, Ap, B, C, etc.).  Soil colors were described using the Munsell Soil Color Chart 

designations, and artifacts were bagged and labeled by corresponding unit number and soil horizon.  

As noted from the previous chapter, the soils series in this project area were consistent with those 

typically found in this portion of the Potomac Piedmont.  A 1951 USDA soil survey of Loudoun 

County was consulted during the survey, not as a predictive aid, but as a baseline to help indicate 

unusual or altered soil horizons.(USDA 1951) 

Other than surface reconnaissance and select purposive testing or collecting, 

low-probability areas were not intensively investigated during the 2004 survey.  In general, 

low-probability areas were those that were steeply sloped, eroded, poorly drained, disturbed by 

heavy machinery or a considerable distance from a water source.  These areas were classified as 

low probability because they exhibited poor preservation characteristics and yield little or marginal 

archaeological data.  Logistically, the resources spent to investigate these areas would have taken 

resources away from the investigation of the high-probability areas. 
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The preceding paragraphs have identified a combination of best practices that are widely 

employed by regional cultural resource management archaeologists in the Mid-Atlantic states, 

methods specified by the VDHR guidelines and in-field innovations.  The introduction of the GPS 

handset, although common in archaeology today, was not as common in 2004.  For Thunderbird 

Archeology, this twist on a point provenience surface collection had never been attempted before.  

Traditionally, depending on the size of the survey, the surface collection finds had been mapped by 

pace and compass, survey transit and pull tape or a total station.  Each technique delivered varying 

degrees of accuracy.  It is the author’s belief that the GPS, under the right conditions, falls 

somewhere in the middle.  The introduction of the GPS was largely based on in-field conditions, 

namely, issues concerning time and accuracy.  

The designation of an archaeological site was generally based on VDHR guidelines.  As 

previously stated in Chapter 2, the state of Virginia defines an archaeological site as “the physical 

remains of any area of human activity greater than fifty years of age for which a boundary can be 

established.…  To establish a boundary for archaeological sites manifested exclusively by artifacts, 

the recovery of a minimum of three items is needed, related either temporally or functionally and 

located within a spatially restricted area (a 300 square foot area is suggested)” (VDHR 1993:1, 

2009:1).  During the 2004 survey, the VDHR standards and guidelines were typically followed but 

sometimes subject to change based on a variety of complex survey issues.  In these more complex 

cases, the best possible judgment of the author was used in conjunction with consultation with 

senior archaeologists at Thunderbird Archeology and staff at VDHR to determine the designation 

of archaeological site status.  These more complex cases are discussed in greater detail later in this 

chapter, in the relevant area sections. 

Laboratory Methods 

All artifacts were cleaned, inventoried and curated.  Euro-American artifacts were 

separated into four basic categories: glass, metal, ceramics and miscellaneous.  The ceramics were 
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identified as to ware type and method of decoration and separated into established types, following 

South (South 1977), Miller (Miller 1992) and Magid (Magid 1990).  All glass was examined for 

color, method of manufacture, function, etc., and dated primarily on the basis of method of 

manufacture when the method could be determined (Hurst 1990).  Metal and miscellaneous 

artifacts were generally described; the determination of a beginning date was sometimes possible, 

as in the case of nails.   

A number of summaries of the archaeology of the general area have been written (Cf. 

Gardner 1987; Johnson 1986; Walker 1981).  Regarding diagnostic Native American lithic 

artifacts, this thesis draws on these summaries to designate the Native American chronological 

periods widely accepted in the Mid-Atlantic Region.  Up until 1400 A.D., these periods are defined 

as before present (B.P.).  Gardner, Johnson and Walker present essentially the same chronological 

picture with the major difference being terminology utilized for the prehistoric periods.  The 2004 

survey report used cultural historical and functional types and lithic material categories to classify 

the Native American artifacts discovered during the survey.  In addition, debitage was specifically 

studied for the presence of striking platforms and cortex, wholeness, quantity of flaking scars, signs 

of thermal alteration, size and presence or absence of use.  Chunks, or fragments of lithic debitage, 

were not further classified because, although they appeared to be culturally modified, they did not 

exhibit clear flake or core morphology.  No Native American pottery was recovered during this 

survey. 

2004 Field Investigation by Area 

For practicality and ease of discussion, as mentioned previously, the 2004 project area was 

divided into 14 separate survey areas (Areas A through N).  During the survey, natural and 

manufactured features, such as drainages, landforms, tree lines, fence lines, roads and power line 

cuts determined the boundaries of an individual survey area.  These areas were originally 

developed for logistical reasons, mainly spatial manageability of a large project area.  However, 
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they were also used to aid discussion of project results.  An illustration of these divisions is 

represented in Figure 6.  The areas specifically studied in this thesis are shaded in green. 

The focus of this thesis dictates close examination of Areas A, C, D, I, J, and K.  Areas A 

and C are discussed individually.  Areas D, I, J, and K are discussed collectively.  The results from 

Areas B, E, F, G, H and L have limited value to this thesis and are collectively summarized at the 

end of this chapter.  A complete artifact inventory is presented at the end of this thesis in Appendix 

I.   

 
Figure 6 

 

Survey Area A 

Area A, located in the northern end of the project, is bounded by the Leesburg Municipal 

Airport to the east and the Dulles Greenway (Route 267) to the west (see Figures 2 and 6).  This 
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area consists of approximately 100 acres of cultivated sod fields bisected by a north-south-oriented 

tree line.  The boundaries of this survey area are defined by the open field environment (Plates 1 

and 2).   

The survey of Area A had two objectives:  first, to discover unknown archaeological sites, 

and, second, to find and re-investigate previously recorded archaeological sites.  At least one site, 

44LD431, was known to be in this area, and several others skirted the property’s western boundary.   

The survey environment consisted of gently rolling hills with an overall elevation trend 

descending to the south and west with minor drainage cuts in the landforms trending to a southwest 

direction.  At the time of the survey, the field was freshly tilled, with surface visibility approaching 

100 percent (see Plate 1) for about 90 percent of the survey area, leaving about 10 percent with very 

poor surface visibility due to drainage cuts and poorly drained areas that were obscured by standing 

water and/or grasses and scrub brush.  A single north-to-south-running tree line (see Figure 4) 

bisected the field and terminated at Site 44LD431/Structure 53-0014 (Hawling’s Farm).  Dense 

greenbrier and poison ivy dominated the area around the structure with scattered 30- to 40-year-old 

hardwoods located to the south of the site.  Hardwoods ranging in age from 30 to 70 years old 

occupied the southeastern boundaries of the survey area, and much younger scrub trees, such as 

ailanthus, bordered the field to the west.  Visual inspection of this area concluded that the area had 

recently been impacted by heavy machinery.  The structure had obviously collapsed since its last 

inspection in the early 1990s.  This particular environment had poor surface visibility. 

A narrow window of time strongly influenced the logistics of the survey.  The field was 

leased to Virginia Beef Corporation of Haymarket, Virginia, for their commercial sod grass farm 

operation.  Their plans were to plant the field for sod grass harvesting in the fall.  This created a 

situation that dictated that a plan be developed to collect the field quickly.  The essence of the plan 

was to collect the field data systematically, quickly and accurately.   

The open field environment presented an opportunity.  Development of a surface collection 

strategy was necessary in order to gain a maximum amount of archaeological data as efficiently as 
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possible.  The field was large, time was limited, and surface visibility was good, so the author 

decided the most efficient way to survey Area A was to conduct a point provenience surface 

collection using a GPS to map artifact finds. 

As outlined in the principles of recovery theory (Schiffer et al. 1978), all of the factors 

contributed to the dynamic of technique selection.  Environment contributed to the selection of a 

surface collection technique and logistics weighed most heavily in determining how to conduct this 

surface collection.  The systematic approach to the surface collection initially consisted of a point 

provenience surface collection with transect intervals at 10 feet (3 meters) running east to west.   

The systematic plan was put into operation quickly by hanging flagging tape on the tree 

lines at 10-foot intervals and placing pin flags in the ground to help guide each transect.  Transects 

crossed the field east to west at 10-foot intervals.  One individual traversed a single transect 

corridor at a time.  The survey crew lined up 4 to 5 abreast and followed each transect in unison at 

a deliberate pace.  When artifacts were encountered, the group stopped to collect the artifacts.  The 

artifacts were given a surface collection find number (surface collection find was defined as one or 

more artifacts found within a 10-foot area within the transect), the find was bagged and its position 

was recorded with a Geographic Positioning System (GPS) handset as a waypoint.  The logged 

waypoint coordinates were then plotted onto electronic mapping software.  As stated previously, 

the introduction of the GPS handset was new to the mix, due to the narrow time schedule and small 

crew size (4 to 5 people).  The field crew was literally just ahead of the plough.  The GPS handset 

provided a quick and relatively accurate method of recording coordinates.  The low and wet 

environments were visually inspected but not systematically surface collected.   

During the surface collection, three areas of Euro-American artifact concentrations, one 

Native American site and a heavy concentration of Euro-American artifacts west of the Hawling’s 

House ruin were discovered (Figures 7 and 8).  The Native American site was defined per VDHR 

guidelines.  However, through consultation with VDHR, it was decided that this Native American 

site should be conjoined with the nearby 44LD418, which was located just outside the Cross Trails 
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property boundaries.  Additionally, the density of the heavy concentration of Euro-American 

artifacts observed west of the Hawling’s House ruin and its proximity to an already-identified 

historic site (44LD431) warranted more intensive surface collection.  The gridded surface 

collection of this part of Area A is detailed later in this section. 

The point provenience surface collection in Area A recovered a total of 87 Native 

American and Euro-American artifacts from the 100-acre field in roughly four days.  The Native 

American artifacts included 9 lithics and 78 Euro-American artifacts, which consisted of domestic 

items (container glass and ceramics) and 7 brick fragments.  Diagnostic Euro-American artifacts 

ranged in age from the late 18th through the mid 20th century.  However, the majority of the 

Euro-American artifacts consisted of glass and ceramics that were widely separated, many of 

which were un-dateable.  Indications of a dwelling such as structural stones or surface staining 

were not observed on the surface of the collected areas.  With the exception of the concentration of 

Native American lithics near 44LD418, the lithic artifacts were also widely scattered.   
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Figure 7 
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Figure 8 
 

The three concentrations of Euro-American Period artifacts were located where the 

topography was not ideal for the presence of a dwelling.  However, in northern Virginia African 

American field slave sites typically are artifact poor and are often found in topographically 

marginal areas, such as near swales and poorly drained areas.  Because of these factors, a decision 

was made to investigate the artifact clusters.  The northernmost cluster contained 19 ceramic and 

glass artifacts ranging from the mid 19th to early 20th century.  The central cluster yielded a total of 
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7 artifacts ranging in similar dates and types.  The southernmost cluster produced a total of 4 

artifacts:  a chilled iron mold bottle sherd (1880-1930) and 3 white salt-glazed stoneware sherds 

(1720-1805).  The latter was of particular interest.   

Forty shovel test pits were excavated in these cluster areas.  The shovel test pits were 

excavated at 50-foot (15 meter) intervals in the three areas of high artifact concentration (see 

Figures 7 and 8).  The soils within the shovel tests consisted of a plow zone that overlaid subsoil.  

STP 51 in Figure 9 represents the soil profile within these areas.  No artifacts were recovered from 

any of the shovel tests, and no evidence of potential dwellings was observed within these artifact 

clusters.  By VDHR definition, these artifact concentrations could have been considered new sites, 

but because of lack of subsurface evidence and other mitigating factors, the Senior Archaeologist at 

Thunderbird Archeology, in consultation with VDHR, decided not to designate them as 

archaeological sites.  For example, the northernmost cluster was located in close proximity to a 

recently bull-dozed zone, the central cluster was determined to really be no different than the 

surrounding field scatter, and the southernmost cluster was determined to be most likely associated 

with site 44LD431.  As discussed previously, the basic site definition described by VDHR was 

typically followed but was sometimes subject to change based on a variety of complex survey 

issues. 

After the surface collection, 6 shovel tests were excavated in the open field.  These shovel 

tests were excavated to obtain general representative soil profiles from the surface collection areas.  

The shovel test pits were placed in select locations to examine a variety of surface environments 

observed during the surface collection.  The function of these test pits was to explore for buried 

surfaces.  None of the shovel tests yielded artifacts or revealed features or buried surfaces.  

Representative soil profiles are depicted in Figure 9.  In general, the plow zone ranged from 8 to 12 

inches in depth.   
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Figure 9 

 

One archeological site, 44LD431, discovered by WAPORA, Inc. in the late 1980s, is 

located in Area A (Figure 10).  44LD431 is an archaeological site situated around a house and 

various agricultural outbuildings.  The main house overlooks a small tributary of Sycolin Creek.  

The vegetation around the ruin consists of dense greenbrier and poison ivy and scattered varieties 

of 30- to 40-year-old hardwoods located on the south of the site.   

The preliminary archaeological site discovery survey performed in the late 1980s by 
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WAPORA, Inc. recorded a dense subsistence refuse area north (rear) of the house as well as early 

20th century artifacts on the west side and early 19th century artifacts south (front) of the house.  

An evaluation of this resource was conducted in 1989 and consisted of the excavation of one 6-foot 

by 12-foot block on the north side of the dwelling (see Figure 10) producing over 1000 (n=1651) 

artifacts (WAPORA 1990).  Most of the artifacts were ceramic sherds, primarily coarse 

earthenware, container glass and ceramic pipe stem fragments.  The stratigraphic context appeared 

to be that of a midden with most of the artifacts coming from 4 to 8 inches below the ground surface 

(ibid). 

An architectural description of the structure by WAPORA, Inc. reported that the framed 

dwelling and the western gable end chimney were built in the late 19th century.  However, the 

eastern gable end chimney was mid to late 18th century in age (WAPORA 1990:360).  A brick 

addition on the east predated the frame section and was added to the original structure in the mid 

19th century.  The 1989 research concluded that, although the documentation indicated that 

occupation of the site may have begun as early as the 1760s, the artifacts indicated an initial 

occupation date of around 1810 (ibid).  It appeared that the earliest structure on the site had been 

demolished and then reconstructed during the late 18th and/or early 19th century. 

WAPORA, Inc. recommended further study in their report.  The recommendations 

included, but were not limited to, trenching, block excavation and excavation beneath the floors of 

the house.  In addition to this archaeological work, a suggestion was made for the careful 

dismantling of the house.  This would present an opportunity to record construction details and 

inventory the remaining contents of the house and its environs (WAPORA 1990:360.).  The 

pedestrian reconnaissance of the site during the 2004 study observed that Structure 53-0014 (the 

Hawling’s House) had been demolished or had collapsed.  Earthen push piles were present, and 

some of the building materials from the house had been collected into a pile south of the house. 
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Figure 10 

 

The 2004 pedestrian reconnaissance of 44LD431 also observed a high density of surface 

debris in the field near the farm complex.  At the time of the surface collection, it became apparent 

that the greater artifact density prohibited the use of the hand-held GPS unit for point provenience 

information.  A decision to implement a grid system to surface collect the area was made for a 

number of reasons.  This change in survey intensity was greatly influenced by the obvious 

abundance of surface material.  In addition, this area also dictated a greater level of intensity due to 

the fact that it could have been related to a previously unknown component of 44LD431.  The 

gridded collection presented a logistical advantage.  It allowed for the recovery of artifacts quickly 

while also allowing for a higher degree of resolution.  To this end, 74 collection squares measuring 

25 feet by 25 feet (7.6 meters) were established (Figure 11).   
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Figure 11 

 

Forty-three of the 25-foot square cells yielded a total of 340 artifacts.  The Euro-American 

Period artifacts were consistent with the description of the 1989 investigations that described them 

as artifacts contained in a mid 19th century domestic midden.  The highest concentrations were 

centered around the area just adjacent to the Hawling’s House ruin.  Surface collection grid cells 8, 

9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24 and 25 expressed the highest counts of artifacts (see Figure 11).  The 

presence of such a large quantity of artifacts in the field on the west side of the house was puzzling, 
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given the light density of artifacts in the field on the opposite side of the house.  It was speculated 

that the high density may have been related to an unknown dwelling, an activity area associated 

with the house or simply disturbance at the site. 

Some grading was observed in the northern extent of the site and, just west of this grading, 

a large break was observed in the dense vegetation leading to the location of the WAPORA, Inc. 

excavations.  The side of the landform on which the house is located appeared to be somewhat 

truncated in several places.  In addition, the midden recorded by WAPORA, Inc. appeared to have 

been disturbed by heavy equipment.  Vehicle tracks and push piles were observed in and around the 

midden area.  Few artifacts were recovered from the shovel tests near the identified midden 

location.  Both Native American and Euro-American period artifacts were collected from the 

periphery of the original site boundaries, as well as some outside of the surface collection grid on 

the west side.   

Because of the observed disturbances around the ruin, a shovel test transect was excavated 

at 25-foot (7.6 meter) intervals across the yard area in order to assess the current condition of the 

site (see Figure 11).  A total of 23 shovel tests were excavated, and all indicated that the house yard 

area had been disturbed.  Representative soil profiles are presented in Figures 12 and 13.  As can be 

seen in these profiles, the disturbance extended throughout the yard area, on both sides of the 

house, and continued south down slope and to the cement foundation on the south.  Eleven of the 

shovel tests yielded artifacts from the fill horizon, and a total of 35 artifacts were recovered from 

these shovel test pits. 
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Figure 12 
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Figure 13 
 

The 2004 excavations and surface collections corroborated previous investigations, but it 

appeared that, after WAPORA’s work but prior to the 2004 investigation, the structure at 44LD431 

either collapsed or was demolished, and grading and filling significantly disturbed the yard area 

near the house.  Although artifacts were recovered and reflected the known occupation dates, these 

were found in disturbed contexts and most had been displaced.  Although artifacts were present 

within the vicinity in relatively large quantities, it was unlikely, given their occurrence in fill or 

plowed contexts, that the various temporal components could be easily separated.  
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Another WAPORA, Inc. site discovery survey in 1988 identified 44LD418.  This Native 

American site measured 270 feet by 200 feet and was located just outside the west boundary of the 

Cross Trails property.  Due to lack of diagnostic artifacts, it was interpreted as a transient campsite 

dating from an unknown Native American Period.  Construction of the Dulles Toll Road (Route 

267) destroyed 44LD418 but during the 2004 point provenience surface collection a concentration 

of three Native American lithic artifacts was discovered in close proximity to 44LD418.  This site 

was situated on a small rise overlooking a drainage that now runs into a box culvert underneath the 

Dulles Greenway (Route 267).   

The three Native American artifacts recovered during the 2004 survey (Plates 3-5) 

consisted of a stemmed rhyolite projectile point, a quartzite biface and a quartz side-notched 

projectile point.  The rhyolite point and biface fragment appear related to a Savannah River type 

point, which dates to the Late Archaic Period.  The quartz projectile point fragment appeared to be 

a Halifax type that dates to the Middle Archaic Period.  Soils from nearby test pits consisted of an 

Ap horizon (plow zone) overlying the B horizon (subsoil).  Because of these diagnostic artifacts 

recovered during the 2004 survey and their proximity to the original location of 44LD418, a 

decision was made by Thunderbird Archeology, in consultation with VDHR, not to record these 

artifacts with a new site number.  It was suggested that the original site should be conjoined with 

this new discovery, and the file should be amended.  The amendment would reflect the new 

designation of 44LD418 as a temporary campsite occupied during the Middle and Late Archaic 

periods. 

Survey Area C 

Area C is located in the north central portion of the Cross Trails project area (see Figure 6).  

The survey area is bounded on the north by a dual fence line that separates Area B from Area A and 

from Area C.  The western boundary is defined by the Dulles Toll Road and an old road trace that 

terminates at the cemetery.  From here, the western boundary of Area C is a steep slope that runs 

about a third of a mile due south and is the southwestern boundary that separates Area C from Area 
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D .  The southern boundary is a west-to-east-running fence line that runs across an open field.  A 

gallery forest and fence line that leads back to the dual fence line defines the eastern boundary of 

Area C.  The general topography of Area C consists of gently rolling hills that become more 

defined to the south where the landforms become more pronounced.  The northern third of Area C 

is well drained with gently rolling terrain.  The survey area is dominated by a broad ridge that 

slopes gently to the east towards a large drainage that separates Area C from Areas E and F.  The 

central third of Area C is the apex of this landform.  The southern third of Area C slopes 

aggressively to the south from the apex, and it is here that there is a dwelling (Structure 1), several 

outbuildings, a springhouse (Structure 2) and a cemetery.  The total land area of Survey Area C is 

about 25 to 30 acres. 

The survey of Area C also had two objectives: first, to discover unknown archaeological 

sites, and, second, to find and re-investigate a previously recorded archaeological site near or on the 

property’s western boundary.  This previously recorded site, 44LD389, was discovered during the 

1988 WAPORA, Inc. survey and was a Native American lithic scatter that yielded quartz flakes, 

shatter, tertiary flakes and one utilized flake.   

There was heavy vegetation in the majority of Area C.  Thirty- to 40-year-old hardwoods 

covered the northern half of Area C.  Ten- to 15-year-old cedar trees covered the southern and 

western extremities of the area.  A small springhead located near a ruin in the southern third of the 

Area C produced water that fed a small stream running through the property.   

Area C was not accessible by vehicle, so survey logistics were problematic.  The Cross 

Trails project area was only accessible from two directions, the extreme south, where there was a 

gate off Shreve Mill Road, and at the top of Area A, where there was an entrance from Tolbert 

Road.  Accessing Area C required a 30-minute hike from the north or a 40-minute hike from the 

south.  Since this survey was conducted in late summer at temperatures upward of 95 degrees and 

90 percent humidity, water, food and emergency contingencies needed to be considered.  All told, 

the energy and safety concerns in Areas C dominated the execution of this part of the project. 
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The vegetated environment and the presence of a cemetery presented an opportunity to 

develop a unique shovel test strategy in order to gain a maximum amount of archaeological data as 

efficiently as possible, as the area was large and not directly accessible and time was limited.  In 

contrast to the surface collection technique used in Area A, 50-foot interval shovel testing was 

initially employed in the northern portion of Area C in order to deal with the vegetated 

environment.  A fence line assisted as an east-west baseline to promote the accuracy of 

north-south-running transects.  A GPS waypoint was established on STP 1 at the extreme northwest 

corner of the survey area for electronic mapping purposes, and a flag line was established on the 

fence line at 50-foot intervals.  This flag line served as a datum reference point.  Transects followed 

this east-to-west baseline as they progressed north to south.  Intervals were established by pace and 

compass reading and were periodically crosschecked with landmarks on the topographic map for 

accuracy.   

When an opposing fence line was reached and an area surrounding a dwelling and 

cemetery were encountered, intervals were decreased to 25 feet (7.6 meters).  The interval was 

decreased in order to expedite the survey process and assist in the evaluation of the horizontal 

extent of the site in what appeared to be an artifact-dense area.  Fifty-foot shovel test intervals 

would have been sufficient to define the site, but this interval would lack the degree of resolution 

needed to provide inter-site data.  This data recovery tactic would be necessary to make statements 

on potential activity areas within the site and differentiate periods of occupation and/or site 

functions.  An additional purposive surface collection was conducted in the small creek bed located 

about 10 feet (3.1 meters) south of the springhouse.   

A total of 262 shovel test pit excavations in Area C (Figure 14) indicated that the soils on 

the main landform were well drained and consistent with the local soil series.  The profiles 

exhibited a plow zone over subsoil, as shown in the examples from STPs 2 and 34 (Figure 15).  Per 

subsurface testing strategies, efforts concentrated on well-drained level areas and avoided all 

obstructed, low wet areas and steep grades.  Two previously unrecorded archeological sites were 
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identified in Area C and are discussed below.   

During the survey of Area C, two new sites met these minimum requirements and were 

recorded.  44LD1236 was a Native American site discovered while subsurface testing atop the 

broad ridge.  The vegetation in this area was in transition between a young cedar forest and mature 

hardwoods.  Seven positive STPs defined the site (see Figure 14 [inset]).  The whole site measured 

100 feet north to south by 150 feet east to west.  Soil profiles in the shovel tests showed a plow zone 

overlying the B horizon.  The soil profile in STP 22 (see Figure 15) was typical of 44LD1236 and 

most of Area C, excluding the areas around the domestic dwelling.   

Eight artifacts from this location included three quartz flakes, one chalcedony flake, three 

pieces of quartz shatter, and one quartz Middle Archaic Halifax or Lamoka type point (5500 to 

4200 BP) (Plate 6).  44LD1236 was interpreted as a temporary campsite that dated from the Middle 

Archaic (5500 to 4500 BP), as denoted by the presence of the Halifax type.  There were several 

recorded archaeological sites nearby: 44LD417, 44LD388 and 44LD389.  These were all Native 

American of unknown time periods located just west of the project area along the alignment of the 

Dulles Greenway. 
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Figure 14 
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Figure 15 

 

The other newly discovered site, 44LD1237, was a multi-component site predominantly 

associated with a farmhouse and springhead which was situated in a cleared area at the terminus of 

a southern-sloping landform.  Both Euro-American and Native American artifacts determined the 

site boundaries.  The Euro-American component was associated with VDHR Structure 53-1093, 

the focal point of a farm complex consisting of a two-story stone and frame farmhouse, an 

associated cemetery and outbuildings, including a spring house, crib barn, stable and bank barn 

(Figure 16).   
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Figure 16 
 

The entire site measured 875 feet at its widest point north to south and 260 feet east to west 

at its widest point.  Within these boundaries, there were also 2 Native American sites.  One was 

located to the west of Structure 53-1093, and the other was located to the north of Structure 

53-1093. 

This farm complex was identified during the pedestrian survey.  While most versions of 

Yardley Taylor's 1853 Map of Loudoun County did not show a structure at this location, other 

maps dating to the middle of the 19th century did.  Although not entirely certain, land records 

indicated that the Wildman family probably owned the property during most of the 19th and 20th 

centuries.  Eleven structures of various ages and in various stages of disrepair were recorded at 

44LD1237.  The outbuildings were clustered in two groups.  Structures 2 through 6 were located 

south of the house and could date to the 19th century.  Structures 7 through 11 were located north of 
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the house and likely dated to the second quarter of the 20th century.  Table 4 contains a summary 

description of each structure. 

 

 

Table 4 
Existing Structures and Cemetery at 44LD1237 

Structure 1 (House)  
VDHR Structure 
53-1093 

The house was built in three construction episodes.  The earliest section 
consisted of a stone cellar and first story.  A two-story frame hallway 
addition and a frame second story was then added to the original stone 
structure.  Finally, a two story frame addition was added, creating the 
current L-shaped dwelling (Plates 7-11).  The dimensions of the house 
were roughly 50 feet (15.2 meters) east to west, 25 feet (7.6 meters) north 
to south on the west side, and 50 feet (15.2 meters) north to south on the 
east side.  The house now has a modified tin gabled roof and a walkout 
basement on the south side underneath a collapsed porch. 

Structure 2  
(Spring House) 

The dry laid fieldstone spring house ruin was about 100 feet (30.5 
meters) south of Structure 1 (Plate 12).  The dimensions of the structure 
were roughly 13.5 feet by 13.5 feet (4.1 meters by 4.1 meters) (Plates 13 
- 15).  The entrance was in the southeast corner of the building and one 
window with a wood lentil pierces the north wall.  An inscription near 
the entrance read "78," possibly indicating it was built in 1878 (Plate 16).  
The interior appeared to have been white washed at one time (Plate 17).  
Additionally, on the south side of the spring house, there is a small stone 
and brick lined pool (Plate18). 

Structure 3  
(Crib Barn) 

About 200 feet (60.7 meters) south of the spring house is a crib barn 
(Plate 19) that measures 25 feet by 25 feet (7.6 meters by 7.6 meters).  
This barn/corn crib area was separated from the main portion of the site 
by about 230 feet.  The foundation of the corn crib was a series of 16 
concrete piers (Plate 20).  The wood frame barn had corn cribs on either 
side of an open drive-through bay in the center.  The braced frame 
construction was composed primarily of circular sawn timbers fastened 
with wire nails (Plate 21).  The pathway or road leading to the barn from 
Structure 1 appeared to have been machine graded, as did the area 
surrounding the barn and nearby structures. 

Collapsed Structure 4 
(Bank Barn) 

About 20 feet (60.7 meters) south of the corn crib was the collapsed 
remains of a bank barn with stone foundation (Plates 22-24).  The 
foundation appeared to have been stone with some wood framing on the 
north side.  The structure foundation measured 50 feet (15.2 meters) 
north to south by 25 feet (7.6 meters) east to west.  The framing appeared 
to have been post and girt construction covered with vertical boards 
fastened with a combination of wire and cut nails. 

Structure 5 
(Stable/Barn) 

Just a few feet west of the corn crib was a stable or shed type structure 
that measured 15 feet by 25 feet (4.6 meters by 7.6 meters).  The 
structure was partially collapsed and appeared to have been a braced 
wood frame construction with a corrugated metal roof and sheathed in 
board-and-batten siding fastened with wire nails (Plate 25).   
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Foundation 6  
(Concrete Foundation) 

A concrete foundation was located about 30 feet (9.4 meters) southwest 
of Structure 4.  The structure foundation appeared to measure 50 feet 
(15.2 meters) east to west by 25 feet (7.6 meters) north to south.  No 
walls or any indication of other building material was apparent around 
the foundation at the time of survey  (Plate 26). 

Structures 7, 8 and 9  
(Sheds) 

These out buildings were clustered in what looks to be the most recent 
backyard of Structure 1.  They could all be described as one-story wood 
frame structures with corrugated tin roofs and vertical board exteriors 
fastened with wire nails (Plates 27 and 28).  All structures were in 
various states of ruin. 

Structure 10  
(Shed/Garage) 

This structure was a wood-framed gable-roofed shed or garage with a 
concrete slab foundation.  The structure measured 10 feet east to west by 
14 feet north to south (3.1 by 4.3 meters).  The structure was partially 
clad in vertical board fastened by wire nails (Plates 29 and 30).  The area 
around the structure and east of it appeared to be very disturbed. 

Structure 11  
(Barn) 

This one-story pole barn measured 10 feet north to south and 14 feet east 
to west (3.1 by 4.2 meters).  The structure was partially clad in vertical 
board fastened by wire nails with a gabled tin roof.  There were a series 
of large openings in the southern wall (Plate 31).  The area around the 
structure and east of it appeared to be very low and disturbed. 

Cemetery 

A cemetery was located during survey in Area C near an old tree line 
separating area C from Area D (see Figure 16).  The cemetery was 
located in the central western portion of the Cross Trails project area 
approximately 300 feet (91.44 meters) northwest of Structure 53-1093.  
The cemetery was positioned on a ridge that ran generally north to south 
through Areas C and Areas D.  The ridge sloped gently to the west 
towards the Dulles Greenway (Route 267) and southeast to Structure 
53-1093.  The vegetation on this ridge was dominated by hardwoods in 
the northern portion, and young cedars dominated the southern 
boundary.  The cemetery area itself was sparsely covered; no domestic 
plants or fruit trees were observed.  However, periwinkle covered the 
ground around the grave markers (Plate 32). 

 

Vegetation around the site included a mixture of hardwoods to the north and a young cedar 

forest to the south (see Plate 32).  The area nearest to the site was a mixture of domestic shrubbery 

and flowers such as yucca and some daffodils.  Scattered trees in the central portion of the site 

consisted of hardwoods, maples, firs and cedars.  The area around the main house and springhouse 

was clear of large vegetation.  In the northwestern portion of the site area was a small cemetery 

measuring about 50 by 50 feet (15.2 meters by 15.2 meters). 

One hundred and fifty-one shovel tests excavated near the structures and cemetery 

exhibited a plow zone over subsoil or domestic fill horizons over subsoil.  In areas like this, it is 
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common to see episodes of grading and landscaping around the house itself and, to the east of the 

house, it appeared to have been disturbed by heavy machinery.  Representative soil profiles from 

44LD1237 are presented in Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17 

 

When the area surrounding the structures and cemetery was encountered, an intensive 

25-foot (7.6 meter) interval shovel testing strategy was employed in anticipation of a heavy artifact 

concentration.  Forty-eight positive shovel test pits defined the archaeological site around the ruin.  

Three hundred and twenty-four artifacts were recovered during the intensive shovel testing in the 

immediate area of the farmhouse (VDHR Structure 53-1093).  Late 19th and 20th century ceramics 
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and glass dominated the assemblage on the north side of the house.  Mid to late 19th century 

ceramics and container glass dominated the southern elevation, with the majority coming from 

around the springhouse.  The artifacts recovered around the springhouse were surface collected out 

of the banks of the creek emanating from the spring.  These artifacts accounted for 13.5% (n=24) of 

the 324 artifacts recovered from the close-interval shovel testing.  The Native American artifacts 

recovered during the close-interval shovel testing accounted for 10% (n=33) of the 324 artifacts 

recovered.  These artifacts included: 1 biface, 20 flake fragments, 2 flakes with cortex, 1 quartz 

point, possibly a Middle Archaic Halifax (5500-4500 BP) or Lamoka (5500-4200 BP), 1 quartz 

scraper (Plate 33), 7 pieces of quartz shatter, and 1 quartz flake. 

The highest concentrations of the mid 19th century artifacts were found in the immediate 

vicinity of the house, to the south of the house and near the springhouse (Structure 2).  The artifacts 

recovered from shovel tests north of the house and the artifacts visible on the ground surface but not 

collected consisted almost entirely of 20th century items, such as Fiestaware, amber bottle glass 

and Duraglass sherds.  The southern portion of the site and, especially, areas around shovel test pits 

114, 115, 80, 82 and 213 (see Appendix I and Figure 16) were particularly fruitful in yielding mid 

19th century artifacts such as pearlware, stoneware, and redware.  It was thought that this portion of 

the site area would produce the most information about the early occupation of the house. 

A little less than 3% (n=95) of the artifacts (n=324) that defined 44LD1237 were recovered 

from the south side of the house.  This assemblage of mid 19th century kitchen materials and faunal 

remains was found near a source of water.  It was likely, given the location of the nearby 

springhouse, that an earlier detached kitchen was located in this portion of the site.  This would be 

consistent with the architectural evidence, which showed that the older outbuildings were located 

south of the house and that the remaining outbuildings north of the house were constructed in the 

20th century.  The artifacts and the buildings suggested that the south elevation was an early utility 

area and that the receiving area would have most likely been on the north elevation.  It also 

indicated that the most appropriate location for earlier occupation data would be the south side of 
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the ruin.  The area to the extreme south of the house near structures 3 and 5 and collapsed structure 

4 appeared to be heavily disturbed, most likely by continued use of agricultural equipment during 

the 20th century and was thus unlikely to contain intact archaeological deposits. 

The subsurface testing techniques employed around the cemetery differed significantly 

from any other subsurface testing attempted on the Cross Trails project.  This was due to the nature 

of the resource.  Eight markers and 2 grave depressions were observed at the time of the pedestrian 

survey.  The markers were aligned in two poorly defined rows running north to south.  Three 

markers were observed in the western row, and five markers were observed in the southern row 

(Figure 18; Plate 34).  Several markers were also noticed lying on the ground near the standing 

markers.  No inscriptions were noticed on any of the markers. 

Based on the disturbance in the area and the lack of stability around both the standing and 

fallen grave markers, it appeared that the markers were placed there relatively recently.  Also 

present were two small depressions in the northwest corner of the cemetery and a large depression 

near a pile of concrete rubble and a cut stone platform.  A small wrought iron bench with a wooden 

slat seat was located approximately ten feet south of the grave markers (Plate 35).  There were no 

visible fence or plow berms marking the boundaries of the cemetery.  This all gave rise to questions 

about the actual location of the cemetery. 
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Figure 18 

 

The objective of cemetery delineation is to determine if additional graves are present other 

than those evident from the grave depressions and stone markers.  Backhoe scraping was conducted 

to identify the tops of grave shafts and initially began on the north side of the cemetery and 

continued around the east, south and west sides in a continuous area of exposed surface, encircling 

what was believed to be just outside the boundary of the cemetery.  Areas were also scraped just 

beyond the outside edges of the grave markers and depressions visible on the surface.  The actual 

cemetery delineation used a Bobcat T300 with a 3-foot wide smooth bladed bucket (see Plates 36 - 

38) to scrape the surface.  The initial step in the excavations was the removal of the topsoil using the 

backhoe.  Excavations were taken down to the top of the undisturbed B horizon.  The surface was 
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exposed by the machine and shovel scraped by hand. 

When present, grave shafts excavated into the B horizon typically show the disturbance as 

geometric (rectangular) soil anomalies.  These anomalies are often mixed soil horizons such as A 

horizons mixed with B or even C (saprolite) horizons that result from the filling in of the grave shaft 

at the time of the burial.  Traditionally, adult burial outlines are 6 feet long and 3 feet wide (Plates 

39 and 40). 

The depth of a grave shaft will vary considerably depending on soil conditions, drainage, 

and bedrock depth.  While 6 feet is assumed to be the most common depth, grave shafts are often 

not that deep.  Children, especially, can be buried in shallow shafts.  Once the shaft is excavated, 

the coffin is placed at the bottom of the shaft.  Traditionally, coffins are approximately 2 feet in 

height, and grave shafts are excavated to a depth of 6 feet at the time of burial.  This leaves 4 feet 

from the top of the coffin to the ground surface above it. 

Through time, unless the coffin is lined with a solid imperishable material such as lead, it 

collapses, and the organics, including the body, clothing and coffin, may disintegrate.  Often the 

only materials left behind are imperishable items such as those made of metal, e.g., coffin nails and 

coffin handles.  Coffin nails can be found at the bottom of the shaft or at the depth of the coffin 

cover, i.e., 2-plus feet above the bottom of the shaft.  In the absence of skeletal materials, graves are 

frequently defined on the basis of the presence of coffin nails and coffin hardware in conjunction 

with the soil anomalies caused by the grave shaft excavation.  Organic staining is sometimes 

present. 

Investigations revealed no shafts outside of the perceived cemetery boundary.  A trench 

running north to south was then scraped by hand through the depressions in order to verify the 

graves.  A 4-foot wide trench running north to south revealed the grave shafts of two adult burials 

(see Figure 18; Plates 39 and 40).  Several buried fieldstone slabs were uncovered while the 

backhoe was excavating near these graves.  These fieldstones may have been the original markers 

of these graves.  The cemetery limits were staked and marked with flagging tape.  The area 
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containing the graves measured approximately 50 feet by 50 feet (21.3 by 12.1 meters).  Twenty 

artifacts were recovered from the cemetery backfill pile.  The assemblage consisted of mid 19th and 

early 20th century ceramics and glass consistent with the assemblage found around the house ruin. 

Survey Area D 

Area D is located in the central western portion of the Cross Trails project area (see Figure 

6) and consists of a broad ridge bounded by drainages on the east and south and the Dulles 

Greenway (Route 267) on the west.  The landform descends into the confluence of these drainages.  

The northern portion of the area seems to be the meeting place of several old field divides and fence 

lines.   

The survey of Area D also had two objectives:  first, to discover unknown archaeological 

sites, and, second, to find and re-investigate previously recorded archaeological sites near the 

property’s western boundary.  These previously recorded sites, 44LD389 and 44 LD388, were 

discovered during the 1988 WAPORA, Inc. survey and contained a Native American lithic scatter 

yielding no diagnostic artifacts.   

The southern portion of Area D had been heavily disturbed by beaver activity (Plate 41).  

The dominant vegetation in Area D was young cedar trees.  Trees in the southern portion of Area D 

were mature hardwoods.  Many of these trees had rotted due to inundation of water and beaver 

activity.  The western portion of Area D exhibited rilling and exposed tree roots, which can often 

evidence recent changes in drainage patterns.  At the time of the survey, there was evidence of 

standing water and extensive tree falls in the western portion of Area D along the Greenway (Route 

267), which made it inaccessible. 

As with Area C, Area D was also not accessible by vehicle, so survey logistics were 

challenging.  Accessing Area D required a 30-minute hike from the north or a 40-minute hike from 

the south.  Since this survey was conducted in late summer at temperatures upward of 95 degrees 

and 90 percent humidity, water, food and emergency contingencies needed to be considered.  All 

told, the energy and safety concerns in Areas D dominated the execution of this part of the project. 
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The vegetation of Area D obstructed visibility and therefore dictated a shovel testing 

strategy.  Ninety-five shovel test pits were excavated in Area D at 50-foot (15.2 meter) intervals 

(Figure 19).  Shovel test pit 21 presents a representative soil profile of the area and can be found in 

Figure 20.  All low, wet and steeply sloped areas in Area D were not tested, as well as the far 

western areas with standing water and tree falls.  However, where possible, the exposed root mats 

of treefalls were inspected for artifacts.  

One previously recorded site was re-located in the northern portion of Area D.  One new 

site was also discovered in the central portion of Area D.  The following is a description of these 

sites.  Site 44LD388, re-located in the northern portion of Area D (see Figure 19), was on the same 

broad landform as part of 44LD1237 and 44LD1236.  The site was about 400 feet northwest of the 

small springhouse at 44LD1237.  The surrounding vegetation consisted of a young cedar forest 

(Plate 42).  The current investigation measured the site at 316 feet north to south by 146 feet east to 

west (96.3 by 44.5 meters).  While the original location of this site was somewhat west of the 

present location, because of its proximity it was decided, with the concurrence of VDHR, to add the 

current find to a previously recorded site.  Soil profiles in the shovel tests at the site showed a plow 

zone overlying the B horizon, as shown in STP 32 on Figure 20. 
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Figure 19 
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Figure 20 
 

Ten positive shovel tests excavated near the recorded location of 44LD388 defined the site 

(see Figure 19).  Artifacts recovered from the plow zone at this site included 5 quartz flakes, 5 

pieces of quartz shatter, 1 side-notched unidentified quartz point, 1 tip portion of a quartz point, and 

1 (mended) Middle Archaic Halifax point (5500 to 4500 BP) (Plates 43-45).  Previously, 44LD388 

had been recorded as a Native American lithic scatter of indeterminate age; however, it was now 

interpreted as a Native American camp, probably dating to the Middle Archaic Period, although the 
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area likely saw transient use throughout prehistory. 

Site 44LD1238 was located in the central portion of Area D toward the terminus of a 

southern-sloping landform (see Figure 19), about 200 feet west of the small springhouse.  Three 

positive shovel tests and 1 surface collected artifact defined 44LD1238, which measured 196 feet 

north to south by 141 feet east to west (59.7 by 42.9meters) (see Figure 19).  Soil profiles of the 

shovel tests at the site showed plow zone overlying subsoil.  The soil profile of STP 14 in Figure 20 

is representative of this site.  Four quartz flakes were recovered from the plow zone of 3 shovel tests 

at the site, and 1 distal portion of an unidentified quartz point was surface collected.  Interpreted as 

a temporary Native American campsite, 44LD1238 dated to an indeterminate period. 

Survey Area I 

Area I is situated along the eastern border of the Cross Trails property to the extreme 

southeast corner of the property.  The survey of Area I had two objectives:  first, to discover 

unknown archaeological sites, and, second, to find and re-investigate previously recorded 

archaeological sites near the property’s western boundary.  Two archaeological sites had 

previously been recorded in this portion of Area I (see Figure 5).  44LD415 was recorded as a small 

Native American site located in the floodplain of a tributary of Sycolin Creek where WAPORA, 

Inc. recovered 8 artifacts in 1987.  The artifacts recovered during that survey included 5 pieces of 

quartz shatter, 1 quartz flake, 1 redware sherd, and 1 biface fragment.  In 2004, no evidence of this 

site was found on the surface.  Because of changes in drainage patterns, it was underwater.   

Site 44LD414 (also known as the Hill Top Site) was a Euro-American Period domestic site 

that likely dated to the 19th century.  It was initially recorded by WAPORA, Inc. in 1987.  An 

evaluation of the site conducted in 1989 (Figure 24) (WAPORA 1990:278-292) showed no 

evidence of structures found, although artifacts recovered indicated the presence of a structure.  

Current testing sought to relocate this site and assess its present condition.   
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Figure 21 
 

Located in the extreme southeastern portion of the property, the topography of Area I 

consisted of a series of broad flats and narrow ridges.  The northern portion of was populated with 

young cedars, except for a deforested machine-graded area in the northwest corner (Plate 46).  The 

southern portion gently sloped toward the south but then dropped abruptly towards Sycolin Creek.  

This portion of the survey area was predominantly open field reclaimed by field grasses and 
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remnant corn crops with a mix of hardwood and cedar galleries near field divides.  Scrub brush and 

hardwoods were the dominant species in the low wet portions of field divides (Plate 47).  The 

southern extreme contained floodplains and channels of Sycolin Creek and its tributaries and a 

millrace associated with 44LD413, Shreve Mill, which was located outside of the Cross Trails 

project area.  Power line cuts traveled from the southwest to the northeast across the southeastern 

corner of this area.  Area I was more accessible than Areas C and D, and, in the cooler months of the 

fall, concerns about crew safety and fatigue were not as high.   

Because the surface visibility in Area I was less than 50 percent, a shovel testing strategy 

was selected.  Two hundred and eighty-four shovel test pits were excavated at 50-foot (15.2 meter) 

intervals (Figure 22).  No artifacts were recovered in the northern portion.  Soil profiles showed a 

plow zone overlying the subsoil, represented by the profiles of shovel test pits 30 and 176 in Figure 

23.  One late-stage quartz biface or possible spoke shave (Plate 48) was recovered in shovel test pit 

264, located near the southwestern tip of Area I at the terminus of a southern-sloping landform.  

Additional shovel testing at 25-foot (7.6 meter) intervals in a cruciform pattern around this unit 

failed to produce additional cultural materials.  This artifact was considered to be an isolated Native 

American find and did not constitute an archaeological site. 

A visual inspection of the floodplain showed no intact sections of the millrace immediately 

west of the original mill site (Plate 49).  A portion of the tailrace was disturbed close to where 

Shreve Mill Road crosses Sycolin Creek (Plate 50), but a well-preserved portion of what was likely 

the tailrace associated with the mill existed in the southeast corner of the project area (Plate 51).  

Subsurface testing was not conducted in the floodplain during this project because it was located 

within the boundaries of a resource protection area.  This meant that Loudoun County had already 

identified this area as environmentally sensitive so that, even though it was within the boundaries of 

the property, it could not be developed.  Therefore, no project resources were allocated to survey 

this area. 
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Figure 22 
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Figure 23 
 

A visual inspection of site 44LD414 suggested that the site had suffered significant 

disturbance since the previous investigations.  The general area appeared to be heavily eroded, and 

the recent construction and maintenance of a power line corridor running through the site location 

appeared to have impacted it (Plate 52).   

The artifacts recovered from 44LD414 by WAPORA, Inc. were felt to indicate a beginning 

date of 1830 for the occupation and an abandonment date of circa 1900.  Documents indicated that 
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this site was located on the same land tract as Shreve’s Mill, and the absence of items reflective of 

"productive activities" was felt to suggest that the occupants of 44LD414 plied their trade away 

from the dwelling (WAPORA 1990:291), perhaps at Shreve’s Mill.  Site 44LD414 was felt to 

contain data that would contribute significant information about early Loudoun County history and 

the small community of Sycolin (WAPORA 1990:292).   

The site was re-located during shovel testing slightly to the east of the previously recorded 

location.  The soils around the site appeared to have been severely deflated and had very little 

integrity remaining.  No evidence of subsurface features or intact contexts was found.  A total of 21 

artifacts was recovered from 4 positive shovel tests.  The artifacts reflected the early to mid 19th 

century domestic character of the site as originally recovered by WAPORA, Inc.  The current 

testing of 44LD414 showed that the site was significantly disturbed, and there was little potential 

that further information could be gained from the site. 

Survey Area J 

Area J is located in the southern portion of the Cross Trails project area just to the east of 

Area I (see Figure 6).  The survey of Area J also had two objectives:  first, to discover unknown 

archaeological sites, and, second, to find and re-investigate previously recorded archaeological 

sites near the property’s western boundary.  Five previously recorded archaeological sites were 

located in the southern portion of Area J on the high ground overlooking the floodplain of the 

tributary of Sycolin Creek (Figure 24).   
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Figure 24 
 

Three of the sites (44LD199, 44 LD200, and 44LD201) were identified by William Rust in 

1981 during a surface collection survey of the then plowed field.  44LD199 yielded quartz and 

rhyolite artifacts, including one quartz stemmed projectile point, which Rust said suggested a Late 

Archaic to Early Woodland occupation, and a rhyolite triangular point, which Rust said suggested a 

Late Woodland occupation.  Site 44LD200 yielded a small lithic scatter of indeterminate age that 
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included quartz, rhyolite, chert and hornfels artifacts.  Site 44LD201 yielded a surface scatter of 

quartz, rhyolite and hornfels lithics and a rhyolite triangular projectile point, which Rust said 

suggested that the site was occupied during the Late Woodland Period.   

Sites 44LD398 and 44LD416 were recorded during a Phase I survey of the project area 

conducted by WAPORA, Inc.  A total of 4 Native American lithic artifacts were collected from the 

surface of 44LD398, which was located on a broad hill between two branches of Sycolin Creek.  

The sparse deposits at this site included 3 quartz flakes and 1 small quartz stemmed point.   

44LD416 was a Native American site located in an open field, and the artifacts were recovered 

from the surface.  WAPORA, Inc. (Figure 25) recommended and then performed an intensive 

surface collection for further investigation of the site.  The surface collection yielded 91 artifacts, 

the majority of which were quartz and quartzite debitage (WAPORA 1990).  One heavily 

re-sharpened Late Archaic quartzite Savannah River point and one quartz side-notched Halifax 

point were also recovered.  The site was interpreted as a transient campsite dating to the Late 

Archaic.  The Phase II evaluation concluded that no evidence of cultural features was present at the 

site and that a sufficient sample of artifacts had been recovered. 

The topography of this area was gently rolling and dropped steeply to the east toward a 

tributary of Sycolin Creek.  Area J was similar to the southern portion of Area I and consisted of an 

open grass field with a mix of hardwoods and cedars in the field divides and scrub brush and 

hardwoods in low wet areas (Plate 53).  Area J was much more accessible than Areas C and D, and, 

in the cooler months of the fall, concerns about crew safety and fatigue were not as high.   
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Figure 25 
 

Because the surface visibility in Area J was less than 50 percent, a shovel testing strategy 

was selected.  A total of 172 shovel test pits were excavated in at 50-foot (15.2 meter) intervals (see 

Figure 24).  Areas that were low, wet and steeply sloped were not tested.  The soil profiles in 

showed plow zone overlying subsoil.  The soil profiles from STPs 24 and 123 are representative for 

Area J (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26 
 

The shovel testing performed throughout this area failed to relocate any of the previously 

recorded sites, as no artifacts were recovered from any shovel tests excavated in these locations.   

Survey Area K 

Area K, just like Area D, is located in the southwestern portion of the Cross Trails project 

area on the western boundary of the property and skirts the Dulles Toll Road Extension (see Figure 

6).  The survey of Area K had just one objective:  to discover unknown archaeological sites.  No 
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sites had been previously recorded.  Although 2 previously recorded sites, 44LD462 and 44LD463, 

were located just outside the project boundary, the western boundary of Area K (Figure 27), it was 

not an objective of this survey to attempt to relocate them.  The land along the western edge of had 

been heavily disturbed during the construction of the Dulles Toll Road (Route 267) and had low 

potential for yielding any additional information about these sites. 

Area K contained a portion of a ridge that originated in Area D and extended southward 

into Area M, where it overlooked a tributary of Sycolin Creek.  The area sloped downward to the 

east toward the south-flowing drainage that divided Areas K and G.  The area was predominantly a 

young cedar forest with a gallery of hardwoods in the lower portion along the drainages (Plate 54).  

Area K was partially accessible by vehicle.  After parking, it required an approximately 15-minute 

hike to reach it.   

Because the surface visibility in Area K was less than 50 percent, a shovel testing strategy 

was selected.  A total of 113 shovel test pits were excavated at 25 to 50-foot (7.6-15.2 meter) 

intervals (see Figure 27).  The low and wet areas along the drainages and the steeply sloped areas 

were not tested.  The shovel test pits recovered one isolated artifact and discovered one 

archaeological site.  The soil profiles in the shovel tests in showed a plow zone overlying the B 

horizon.  The soil profile in STP 45 is representative of the area (Figure 28).   

One partial quartz flake was recovered from the plow zone in STP 45 in the northwestern 

corner of Area K, and additional shovel testing at 25-foot (7.6 meter) intervals in a cruciform 

pattern (see Figure 27) around this unit failed to produce additional cultural materials.  The flake 

was considered an isolated find, and no further archaeological investigation was performed at this 

location. 
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Figure 27 
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Figure 28 
 

44LD1239 was a multi-component site located in the southern portion of Area K at the 

terminus of a southerly-sloping narrow ridge that was bounded on the east and west by drainage 

cuts and overlooked the floodplain of the tributary of Sycolin Creek (see Figure 27).  Vegetation 

was consistent with the rest of Area K and was dominated by young cedars.  The entire site 

measured 125 feet by 75 feet (38.1 by 22.86 meters).  Five positive shovel test pits conducted at 25- 

and 50-foot (7.6-15.2 meter) intervals defined 44LD1239.  The soil profiles at the site showed a 
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plow zone overlying the subsoil.  The profile from STP 72 is typical of those at the site (see Figure 

28). 

Seven artifacts defined 44LD1239.  Two Native American and five Euro-American 

artifacts were recovered from the plow zone in 5 shovel tests at site 44LD1239.  Artifacts from the 

site included 4 undecorated pearlware sherds (1780-1830), 1 potash/soda windowpane fragment 

(pre-1864), 1 quartz flake and 1 medial section of a quartzite projectile point.  The Euro-American 

component of 44LD1239 was field scatter, and the Native American artifacts were too few in 

number to interpret and could only be described as a lithic scatter dating from an unknown period.  

Previously recorded sites near 44LD1239 (see Figure 27) also contained quartz flake scatters, none 

of which could be dated.  The Native American component of site 44LD1239 appeared similar to 

these. 

Survey Areas B, E, F, G, H, L, M and N 

Areas B, E, F, G, H, L, M and N made up the remainder of the 2004 Cross Trails project 

area (see Figure 6).  Much of the land in Areas B, E and F was disturbed by heavy machinery, 

inundated by altered drainage patterns associated with the airport or expressed extreme slopes.  

Predictive models and previous archaeology in the area would have indicated that Areas G and H 

would have produced more information, but, out of 589 shovel test pits, no sites were recorded in 

these areas.  Results from previous archaeology performed on the Cross Trails property also 

indicated that Areas L, M and N might have proved to be fruitful areas for a prospective survey.  

However, these areas were so severely disturbed by the construction of the Dulles Toll Road or 

inundated with water that the sites were either destroyed by the bulldozer or located under a couple 

of feet of water.  Out of 2,253 shovel test pits excavated during the course of the Cross Trails 

project, about half (1,212 shovel test pits) were associated with testable portions of Areas B, E, F, 

G, H, L, M and N, and no sites were recorded or re-located in any of these areas. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
ANALYSIS OF SURVEY TECHNIQUES 

The general purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate how efficiently survey techniques 

function in the Mid-Atlantic Region by illustrating how these techniques can complement each 

other.  This analysis loosely uses observations made by Lewarch and O’Brien on the benefits of the 

integration of intensive surface collection with other field techniques.  This rubric evaluates how 

the various survey techniques perform in categories such as determining site boundaries, obtaining 

quantitative data, determining site function, determining the relationship between surface and 

subsurface artifact assemblages and monitoring the effects of site disturbance (Lewarch and 

O’Brien 1981).   

The data used as a basis for this analysis is the results of the 2004 Cross Trails project, the 

WAPORA, Inc. surveys of the late 1980s and the William Rust, III survey in the early 1980s.  Some 

of the survey issues examined in the following section include how a surface collection can 

function at various levels of intensity and how close-interval shovel testing transects compare to a 

gridded surface collection survey as an intensive survey technique.  The analysis also investigates 

the ability of subsurface testing to discover new sites and re-discover previously recorded 

archaeological sites.   

Determining Site Boundaries 

An archaeological site is a place where artifacts are found, and it is the basic entity of 

archaeological analysis.  This is a flawed definition for many reasons, but for this discussion this 

term is an accepted concept.  The VDHR guidelines specify that 3 contemporaneous artifacts 

within a 300-square-foot area define a site, and this definition guided the identification of 

archaeological sites during the Cross Trails project and other earlier projects.  The essential 

defining characteristic of a site is artifact density.  Dunnell and Dancey (1983) oversimplified their 
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description of site in order to make their point in their seminal article on the concept of the siteless 

survey.  Defining site boundaries can become as complicated or as simple as the archaeologist 

wants to make it, and, simply put, determining site boundaries is a “decision” rather than an 

“observation” (Dunnell and Dancey 1983:271).  The default in the world of cultural resource 

management is to rely on the state guidelines as a fallback.  The guidelines can effectively make the 

decision for you by setting acceptable parameters. 

The following examples from the 2004 Cross Trails survey highlight the decision process 

of determining site boundaries.  First, archaeological site boundaries in Area A were determined 

through a surface collection strategy, and it began with the discovery of several artifact clusters 

during the point provenience surface collection.  The first cluster was defined by 3 diagnostic 

Native American lithic artifacts and 1 piece of Euro-American ceramic located 400 feet west of the 

Hawling’s House.  

The point provenience surface collection was successful in discovering the Native 

American artifacts in the western half of Area A.  The 3 diagnostic Native American artifacts 

defined this site.  The artifacts consisted of a rhyolite point, a rhyolite biface fragment, which 

appeared to be related to a Savannah River type point that would date to the Late Archaic, and a 

quartz projectile point fragment, which appeared to be a Halifax type point and would date to the 

Middle Archaic.  The artifacts’ defining characteristic was the chronological and cultural contrast, 

which made defining the boundaries of this cluster simple.  Because of its close proximity to 

44LD418, it was attached to this site after consultation with VDHR. 

The next example is from the gridded surface collection.  During the point provenience 

surface collection in Area A, the discovery of a heavy concentration of artifacts adjacent to the 

Hawling’s House ruin (44LD431) presented a question as to its meaning to the site.  It was not 

known if it was an activity area, a separate structure or perhaps just artifacts emanating or leaching 

out of 44LD431.  It was not practical to continue a point provenience collection strategy here with 

such a heavy concentration of artifacts.  The artifacts from this area were investigated by surface 
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collecting a series of 25-foot by 25-foot conjoined cells arranged in a grid pattern (see Figure 11).  

The data recovered did not indicate an activity area or separate structure and seemed out of place.  

Visual inspection of the interior of 44LD431 revealed heavy machine tracks.  A shovel test strategy 

was then developed to define the extent of this disturbance.   

Observations based on the gridded surface collection and additional shovel testing in the 

interior of 44LD431, as well as data collected from the point provenience surface collection, all 

helped to determine that the concentration was not a separate activity area of 44LD431 but most 

likely artifacts leaching out of a disturbed midden area within the site.  

In this example, the determination of boundary was within the site itself.  The intensive 

gridded surface collection, complemented by shovel testing and the point provenience surface 

collection, resulted in a better understanding of the site boundary and site decay.   

In all other areas of the Cross Trails project, other than Area A, the archaeological survey 

was primarily conducted using shovel testing techniques excavated in high-probability areas.  In 

Area C, there were 2 archaeological sites discovered through shovel testing, 44LD1236 and 

44LD1237.  44LD1236 was a small Native American site defined by 7 positive shovel test pits.  

Artifacts recovered from the plow zone included 3 quartz flakes, 1 chalcedony flake, 3 pieces of 

quartz shatter, and 1 Middle Archaic Halifax or Lamoka type point (5500 to 4200 BP) (see Plate 6).   

Located due south of 44LD1236, 44LD1237 was a larger multi-component site defined by 

48 positive shovel test pits.  Because of the large amount of 20th century artifacts recovered from 

the surface and the buildings on the site, it was decided to test the areas around the potential site at 

25-foot intervals.  Around the Euro American dwelling, 324 artifacts were recovered from 151 

shovel test pits.  The archaeological site contained both Euro-American and Native American 

artifacts.  Also at 44LD 1237, several of the shovel test pits indicated an earlier Euro-American 

refuse area located on the south side of the ruin and modern trash concentrated on the north side of 

the ruin.  The Native American component of this site was defined by the recovery of 33 Native 

American lithic artifacts.  These artifacts included 1 biface, 20 partial flakes, 2 flakes with cortex, 1 
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quartz point, possibly a Middle Archaic Halifax (5500 to 4500 BP) or Lamoka (5500 to 4200 BP), 

1 quartz scraper (see Plate 33), 7 pieces of quartz shatter, and 1 quartz flake. 

Obtaining Quantitative Data 

Quantitative data is necessary for statistical analysis, and, in the case of archaeology, 

statistics are derived from numbers of artifacts.  This element of the analysis investigates the 

success of the recovery techniques in gathering artifacts and spatial information.  In Area A, surface 

collection recovered a good deal of data, but the artifacts that had the most impact on the 

investigation of the area were probably the three prehistoric artifacts that helped to redefine 

44LD418.  A comparison of the amount of quantitative data collected in such different survey 

environments as Area A and the combined areas of C, D, G, and K would not be beneficial unless 

the site functions were comparable.  Both areas contained 18th century farmsteads in close 

proximity, and the Hawling’s house was only about 50 years older than the house in Area C.  Table 

5 compares the data discovery rate per acre for surface collection in Area A with the data discovery 

rate per acre for shovel testing in Areas C, D, G, and K.   

 

Table 5 
Data Discovery Rate per Acre 

100 Acre 
Survey Area 

Area A  
total number of artifacts 

recovered per acre by surface 
collection 

Areas C,D, G and K  
total number of artifacts recovered per 

acre by shovel test pit excavation 

Discovery 
Rate per Acre 588/100 acre=5.88 per Acre 322+17+8+2=349/100 acre=3.94 per Acre 

 

In Area A, which was a little more than 100 acres, 588 artifacts were discovered during all 

surface collection activities.  In the combination of Areas C, D, G and K, which is also slightly 

more than 100 acres, 349 artifacts were discovered in shovel test pit excavations.  It would appear 

from this statistic that a data recovery technique such as surface collecting recovers more data than 
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subsurface testing.  However, even though the areas under comparison are very similar in site 

function, there are still other variables other than survey technique that could affect this result.  For 

example, 90% of the acreage was surface collected in Area A, whereas roughly 40% of the acreage 

was shovel tested in Areas C, D, G and K due to adherence to predictive models, obstructions, and 

disturbances.   

Determining Site Functions  

Site function is the interpretation of a site’s activity or purpose based on the presence or 

absence of artifact types and artifact variability.  Visual observations often assist in determining site 

functions.  Observation of the farmhouse ruins in both Area A and Area C offered up an immediate 

and clear explanation as to the sites’ functions, and the surface collection, subsurface testing efforts 

and background research confirmed this.  It was also indicated from the artifacts recovered at both 

sites when placed in South’s (1977) functional categories (Table 6). 

Table 6 
Comparison of Data Recovery Techniques Through South’s Functional Categories, 

Including Native American Artifacts 
Stanley South’s 
Functional 
Categories 
+ Native American 

44LD431:  25’ Surface 
Collection Grid 

44LD1237:  25’ Interval Shovel Test 
Pit Excavation 

Number of 
Artifacts 

Percentages 
of Artifacts 

Number of 
Artifacts 

Percentages of 
Artifacts 

kitchen group 295 85.25% 215 66.38% 
architectural group 18 05.39% 64 19.75% 
furniture group     
arms group 2 00.61%   
clothing group 2 00.61% 5 01.54% 
personal group 3 00.91%   
tobacco pipe group 2 00.61%   
Euro-American 
activities group 19 05.51%   

projectile points   2 00.61% 
lithic flakes/shatter 1 00.31% 38 11.72% 

Totals 342 100% 324 100% 
 

As seen in Table 6, the functional averages for the short-interval gridded surface collection 

at 44LD431 and the short-interval shovel testing at 44LD1237 bear similar results.  The dominant 
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category for both of these sites is the kitchen group.  Other functional similarities seem to be strong 

as well, although the dates of occupation are slightly different.  The artifacts recovered from the 

Hawling’s House indicated an occupation beginning about half a century earlier.   

Determining the Relationship between Surface and Subsurface Artifact Assemblages 

There is a complementary relationship between surface and subsurface data recovery 

techniques.  Using a combination of point provenience surface collection, gridded surface 

collection and shovel testing within the boundaries of the Hawling’s House site (44LD431) 

provided insight into the source of the deposits adjacent to the house.  In Area C, a combination of 

surface collection and shovel testing techniques utilized near 44LD1237 revealed the age 

difference between the artifacts to the north of the house and the artifacts to the south of the house.   

Both examples demonstrate the benefits of the complementary usage of surface and 

subsurface survey techniques.  Surface collecting efforts played a role in site discovery in both 

Area A and Area C.  Shovel testing was used afterward to corroborate the discoveries made by 

surface collection and/or assess the subsurface condition of the site.  For example, the purposive 

surface collection around the creek in Area C on the south side of the dwelling alerted the field crew 

by identifying the potential for an earlier Euro-American occupation.  However, the shovel testing 

later indicated that the research potential would be confined to a limited space due to the 

considerable grading that was near the house.   

Monitoring the Effects of Disturbance on a Site 

Disturbance of a site can occur over the course of time or through an episodic event, 

through natural occurrences or human intervention.  It is critical to understand the effects of 

disturbance on a site in order to properly understand the site formation process.  For example, in 

Area A, the yard surface of the Hawling’s House appeared as a promontory, or raised living 
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surface.  Observation revealed that intensive agriculture use over the last 200 years caused deflation 

of the surrounding agricultural fields.   

In addition, when faced with the questionable artifact deposits adjacent to the Hawling’s 

House and near the location of a previously documented midden, it was necessary to investigate 

possible intrusion into the site.  This was accomplished through the use of observation, surface 

collection, and shovel testing.  Observation showed no evidence of any substantial foundation 

stones or dark stains in the cultivated field that would indicate that an agricultural plow had stirred 

up a buried kitchen surface or destroyed a kitchen structure.  It was also observed that there had 

been heavy machinery intrusion into the domestic area.  It appeared that the concentration in the 

open field to the west of the house was derived from the yard area into the field and dragged into the 

field by heavy machinery.  The soil profiles from the shovel test pits in the open field near the 

artifact deposit did not appear any different from those in the rest of the agricultural field.  All 

artifacts found both on the site and in the grid were consistent with mid 19th century domestic or 

kitchen refuse.  The dominance of artifacts from the kitchen group and the representation from the 

architectural group (see Table 6) indicated that these artifacts most likely resulted from either 

natural erosion of the raised living surface or an intrusion into the living surface by heavy 

machinery, the latter being more likely.  An intrusion would have loosened the artifacts from the 

kitchen midden, and then smeared the midden surface onto the open field,which would then be 

subject to erosion. 
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CHAPTER 5: 
SUMMARY DISCUSSION 

The preceding chapters have offered a description of a site discovery survey conducted in 

2004 as a cultural resource management project in the Mid-Atlantic region.  The primary function 

of the archaeological site discovery survey at Cross Trails was to locate, identify, record and 

evaluate the horizontal extent of the cultural resources.  This project used the standard survey 

techniques of surface collection and shovel testing for site discovery.  The purpose of this thesis is 

to investigate the effectiveness of these standard archaeological survey techniques by examining 

how they performed during this project, and the purpose of this final chapter is to summarize what 

has been presented and discuss the implications for archaeology. 

Surface collection techniques employed during the Cross Trails project efficiently 

discovered sites.  From a perspective of meaningful data recovery, surface collection was also 

successful in defining and re-locating boundaries of archaeological sites.  During the survey of 

Area A, surface collection re-defined the boundaries of two previously recorded sites.  In Area C, a 

small purposive surface collection technique employed around a small stream bed was beneficial in 

identifying the earlier occupation of a dwelling that was obscured by a heavy volume of 20th 

century trash.  This was accomplished through surface collection well before the subsurface testing 

was completed.  The overall benefit of a surface collection technique would be its ability to 

expedite the survey process when possible.  Also, if done in a controlled and deliberate fashion, it 

can accomplish the objectives of the survey while delivering useful data.  Unfortunately, deploying 

a surface collection technique in Northern Virginia is an opportunity that is becoming rare due to 

suburban sprawl and the related decline in the extent of farmland.   

Subsurface testing techniques employed in the rest of the project areas during the Cross 

Trails project were much more labor intensive than surface collection.  However, subsurface testing 

did produce useful information.  In Area C, subsurface testing techniques performed well in 

defining the boundaries of the farm complex.  A subsurface testing technique discovered two 
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Native American sites within the confines of a larger Euro-American site and was also successful in 

defining an earlier Euro-American occupation of the house, which helped to direct future 

evaluation of the site.  Subsurface testing also re-located one of the sites from the 1988 WAPORA, 

Inc. survey and discovered two more sites during the survey process.  The benefit of a subsurface 

testing technique is that it recovers more than just surface data.  The technique lends itself to 

another dimension of the understanding of archaeological site formation processes and can confirm 

these processes.   

Recovering artifacts from a survey is vital in performing spatial, chronological and 

functional analysis.  Logically, then, the more artifacts recovered and the more space covered, the 

more data recovered.  During the survey of Area A, it was imperative to cover 100 acres in a short 

amount of time.  Because of the planting and cultivation schedules, a repeated collection of the field 

was not possible.  Surface collection enabled the project team to survey this relatively large area 

quickly and efficiently, whereas shovel testing would not have been feasible, given the time and 

resource constraints.   

In general the amount of artifacts collected during shovel testing was less in comparison to 

surface collection (see Table 5), but, when operating in artifact-dense areas, gridded surface 

collection and close-interval shovel testing results were remarkably similar (see Table 6).  Both 

survey strategies (surface collection and shovel testing) have the ability to concentrate survey 

efforts in artifact-dense areas.  The results of these more intensive techniques indicate that both 

strategies, if need be, can operate on relatively equal terms of gathering data. 

On this project, surface collection led to the identification of issues that required further 

investigation.  In Area A, intensive surface collection near the Hawling’s Farm flagged an area that 

was later found, through shovel testing, to be a displaced midden surface, which was identical in 

period and function to artifacts described by the earlier excavations in the immediate front of the 

house.  In Area C, a small surface collection effort around the creek on the south elevation of the 

house alerted the survey crew to the potential of an earlier occupation.  Shovel testing around the 
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southern elevation of the house corroborated the results of the small stream bed surface collection 

and determined an earlier occupation of the dwelling.  These results also indicated an alternate 

orientation of the house, based on the idea that most mid 19th century kitchen waste was commonly 

concentrated at the rear of the house.   

Another issue investigated here is how survey techniques fare in the realm of data 

recovery, as compared to site identification or discovery.  It appears that both intensive surface 

collection and shovel testing seem to be capable of producing similar results.  In general, surface 

collection techniques employed in Area A recovered more artifacts than shovel testing in the 

combined areas of C, D, G and K.  Estimates are that shovel testing recovered about 60% less than 

what was recovered in the surface collecting (see Table 5).  Of course, this implies that the two 

areas contained similar resources.  They did, in fact, both contain 19th century farm complexes as 

well as water sources that would increase the probability of earlier Native American occupation in 

the respective areas.   

In the southern portion of the survey area, shovel testing failed miserably to re-locate 7 

sites previously recorded on the property.  Using a commonly employed predictive model to guide 

subsurface testing in the areas where sites were known to be, it was impossible to re-locate all but 

one of these sites.  What happened here?  Possibly the site locations were misplaced on the map 

initially, but it is highly unlikely that all 7 were misplaced.  On the other hand, the survey 

environment had undergone heavy changes in the intervening 15+ years between the initial 

discovery of these 7 sites and the attempt to re-locate them in 2004.  This had a strong impact on the 

2004 survey.  Considerable damage had been done to certain parts of the landscape.  A remnant of 

44LD414 (the Hill Top site) was observed, but it was apparent that the site had been destroyed.  

Possibly, between earth-disturbing activities and/or inundation, the sites had been destroyed or 

were obscured.  In addition, the strict adherence to resource protection areas impacted accessibility 

to floodplain excavations.   
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With the exception of the accepted usage of metal detection, subsurface testing has not 

really changed in the last 20 years in Northern Virginia.  For a number of reasons, it is the author’s 

estimate that the vast majority of the subsurface survey work is done at 50-foot parallel intervals 

until a feature or positive shovel test pit is produced.  Kintigh’s Monte Carlo scenario (Kintigh 

1988) would suggest that, if a site was 30 meters (98.5feet) in diameter, there would be an 85 

percent chance of missing the discovery of the site in a 100 meter (328feet) by 300 meter (984 feet) 

area if the grid were covered with 40-cm (16 inches)-wide shovel test pits at roughly 50-foot 

intervals.  If a rectangle was placed around all 7 sites previously recorded in Areas I and J, and they 

were tested at 50-foot intervals with typical shovel test pits in a parallel transect pattern there would 

be a 15% chance of finding 1 site.  This would translate into only 1 of the 7 sites being re-located 

during the survey, which is the result from the survey of Areas I and J. 

The previous discussions focused on the effectiveness of the survey techniques in finding 

and recovering archaeological data.  The following discussion focuses on how efficiently these two 

techniques perform.  The time required to complete a 100-acre surface collection in Area A totaled 

about 2 weeks or about 350 man-hours (70 hours x 5 individuals= 350 man hours) to complete.  

Looking at the subsurface area equivalent (Areas C, D, G and K) presented earlier, the shovel 

testing effort here produced 1,419 shovel test pits.  One crew member effectively navigating, 

digging and recording about 10 shovel test pits in one workday in moderate conditions (i.e., gentle 

terrain with moderate soils) would translate into about 50 shovel test pits a week per person.  A 

crew of 5 excavating 250 shovel test pits per week would result in a total of 5-1/2 weeks of work, or 

962 man-hours, required to complete the shovel test survey of Areas C, D, G and K, an area roughly 

of 100 acres.  This shows an additional amount of 612 man-hours required to perform shovel 

testing as opposed to surface collection on the same amount of land.  To truly compare the work 

effort for each technique, however, this comparison would also need to take into account the fact 

that about 90 percent of the 100 acres of Area A was surface collected, and, due to mitigating 

factors, only about 30 percent of the 100 acres making up Areas C, D, G and K was shovel tested.   
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These calculations mean that in an open tilled field environment a controlled surface 

collection can be completed in less than 30% of the time it takes to shovel test a vegetated area.  It 

took about 4 months to complete the fieldwork at Cross Trails.  Of these 4 months, a little over 2 

weeks were spent on the surface collection survey.   

The identification and recording of cultural resources is a time-intensive task, as the 

preceding paragraphs have illustrated.  The intensity of the survey and the results have a weighted 

cost on the project budget (Lovis 1976).  Based on the Cross Trails project, it appears that historic 

sites were easier to find than prehistoric sites.  Remnant structures found on this project would lead 

one to believe this.  However, there are other types of historic sites that have been proven difficult 

to find, such as African-American slave sites.  Typically, these sites, unless in a plantation setting, 

are obscured on the landscape.  In the author’s opinion, these sites have often been discarded as 

field scatter.  Much of this is due to the logistical pressure of cultural resource management as well 

as the unwillingness to stake funding on such artifact-poor resources. 

Information processes play a part in the way in which an archaeologist perceives the 

landscape and its archaeological constituents.  If these processes are dynamic and ongoing, then it 

is logical to assume that recovery of the data may vary with each recovery pass or survey.  

Previously identified sites will become obscure or revealed by the changing landscapes, sunlight, 

seasons and/or human impact over time.  Lewarch and O’Brien (1981 330) provide an example of 

this type of dynamic situation in action.  They recount a story where a site had been collected for 

over 40 years by local amateur and professional archaeologists with the recovery of very few 

surface artifacts until a flood revealed a pavement of artifacts after about 43 cm of soil was 

removed.   

“Ideally, the controlled surface collection of a locality should be repeated over 
different seasons to reduce the bias inherent in surface deposits.  This can be tough 
to accommodate in projects  that  have a  limited time frame for  completion,  as  is  
often the case in cultural resource management.  When repetitive collections are 
planned it is essential that the same mapping and artifact collection procedures be 
employed so that results can easily be compared and contrasted” (Stewart 
2002:232). 
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For these reasons, it is the author’s contention that re-examination of site areas should be 

built into single surveys in the compliance process through a monitoring program.  The National 

Park System is required to evaluate archaeological sites listed within park boundaries periodically.  

A designated competent person revisits these sites on a periodic basis to see if they have been 

damaged or diminished by natural or human activity.  Based on the resulting report of the 

inspection, funding is allocated to each park to deal with these issues.  This could and should be 

implemented on the state level for cultural resources.   

State guidelines influence the practice and product of archaeology, as this thesis has 

demonstrated, but they should not be relied upon as a crutch for lack of intellectual or operational 

effort.  They are “guidelines” and are not meant to confine or dumb down the process of 

archaeological research.  Archaeological intellectual traditions, professional experience, and a 

thirst for understanding the unknown or undiscovered are required equipment for this 

lifestyle/profession/discipline.  In other words, cultural resource management archaeologists 

should always balance the state guidelines with their knowledge and experience, as well as 

conditions observed in the field, when making field decisions. 

Unfortunately, this is not always the case, as evidenced by the singularity or lack of 

variability of survey field techniques being used in cultural resource management in the 

Mid-Atlantic region today.  In reviewing cultural resource management reports, phase I survey 

reports are replete with mindless 50-foot parallel shovel test transects and methodological 

descriptions of marginally controlled surface collections.   

There are a number of factors at work here.  One factor is the perception of the state 

guidelines as law.  As law, they are never to be varied from for fear that a cultural resource 

management report will be rejected, and the contractor and client will be put in an embarrassing 

situation.  The default behavior in this situation is not to rock the boat:  Follow the recipe set forth in 

the guidelines, and, even if the report is rejected, you as the contractor can say “I just did what the 
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state told me to do.”  The second factor is the emphasis of the academic world on site excavation 

and theory.  Survey strategies and techniques are now just making their way into the field schools, 

but it is most likely a rarity.  Most often in class discussions at the undergraduate level and even the 

graduate level, survey techniques do not receive the same degree of attention as excavation 

techniques.  The possibilities to deviate from the standards and guidelines are learned usually in the 

field from experience and sometimes in the classroom from good teachers. 

To recap, the objective of this thesis was to investigate the efficacy of subsurface testing 

techniques and surface collecting techniques.  It appears that both techniques are relatively 

effective at determining boundaries of archaeological sites.  It also appears that large-scale surface 

collection recovers more artifacts than large-scale shovel testing in a shorter amount of time.  

However, when these techniques are used on a smaller scale in areas with high artifact 

concentrations, the results are similar.  Determining relationships between surface and subsurface 

assemblages and assessing site disturbance go hand in hand.  The survey techniques are most 

effective when both surface collection and subsurface testing techniques are used, even if it only 

involves digging a series of shovel test pits to understand the deposition of the soil on which the 

surface collection is being conducted.  The combination of two techniques also assists in the 

understanding of conditions of preservation or deterioration that surround a site.   

Archaeology deals with nonrenewable and obscure resources, and the ability to rely on 

survey techniques in archaeology is fundamentally necessary in the performance of an efficient and 

accurate archaeological survey.  Efficiency is more valuable than ever, especially in the world of 

cultural resource management.  Rapid development and infrastructure improvements are 

destroying archaeological resources.  A site discovery survey may be an archaeologist’s only 

opportunity to make a physical examination of a landscape before it is destroyed.   

A variety of influences determines the choice of techniques that can be employed during a 

prospective survey.  Recognizing these influences is essential in performing an efficient, accurate 

and environmentally specific survey.  The choice of the right technique or, even more importantly, 
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the right combinations of techniques can substantially increase not only the accuracy of the survey 

but its efficiency.  The author hopes that this thesis has highlighted the fact that there is no one size 

fits all approach to archaeological site discovery.  No two surveys should look the same.  

Unfortunately, the fears of Charles Redman are more likely the case.   

Joan Walker of Thunderbird Archeology often used the term “grid lock” to describe the 

unwavering mentality of the singular, mindless and broad application of a series of survey transects 

across a landscape and the inability of archaeologists to break from this system even though the 

game had changed.  Different techniques work better in different situations, and one technique can 

complement another as long as adherence to a high standard of data recovery is maintained.  
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APPENDIX I: 
ARTIFACT INVENTORY 
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SFC=Surface Collection Find 
SCG=Surface Collection Grid 
STP=Shovel Test Pit 
44LD###=Archaeological Site 

 
 

AREA A 
 
 

ISOLATED FINDS 
SCF 001 

Ceramics 
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, green and red/pink floral decal, rim fragment 
(post-1890) 

SCF 002 
Ceramics 

2 buff bodied stoneware sherds, Albany slip interior and exterior  
1 buff bodied stoneware, Albany slip interior and exterior, rim fragment 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, rim fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)  

Miscellaneous 
1 coal fragments 

SCF 003 
Glass 

1 unidentified white milk glass sherd, curved 
SCF 004 

Ceramics 
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

SCF 005 
Ceramics 

1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior, interior missing 
SCF 006 

Ceramics 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 

SCF 007 
Native American 

1 quartz point, unidentified, side-notched, heavily curated 
SCF 008 

Ceramics 
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome green and black hand painted decoration 
(1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992) 

SCF 010 
Ceramics 

1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 
1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge decoration, rim fragment (1820-1900+, South 
1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992) 

Metal 
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment, possible spike, approx.  10 cm in length 

SCF 011 
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Native American 
1 quartz biface fragment 

SCF 012 
Ceramics 

1 green blackglass cylindrical liquor/spirits sherd, contact mold (1810-1880) 
SCF 013 

Ceramics 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze exterior, clear glaze interior, 
base fragment 
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

SCF 014 
Metal 

1 ferrous metal horseshoe 
SCF 016 

Ceramics 
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

SCF 019 
Glass 

1 white milk glass cylindrical bottle sherd 
SCF 021 

Ceramics 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 very pale aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, base fragment, slightly opalized 

SCF 022 
Ceramics 

1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze exterior, light brown glaze 
interior 
1 whiteware sherd, molded decoration and hand painted blue rim band decoration, 
rim fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992) 

SCF 024 
Ceramics 

1 grey and brown bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze exterior, 
un-glazed interior base fragment 

SCF 025 
Glass 

1 light aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, slightly stained 
1 lime soda windowpane sherd (1864-present) 

SCF 026 
Ceramics 

1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, unglazed exterior, clear glaze interior 
SCF 027 

Ceramics 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze exterior, clear glaze 

Metal 
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment, flat, curved, approx.  30 cm in length  

Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 

SCF 028 
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Ceramics 
1 red/brown bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear glaze exterior, brown and 
brown/green glaze interior 

Glass 
1 clear rectangular bottle sherd  

Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 

SCF 029 
Ceramics 

2 buff bodied refined stoneware sherds (mend) dark brown glaze exterior, dark 
brown/black glaze interior, rim fragment 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

SCF 030 
Ceramics 

1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze and cobalt decoration 
exterior, clear glaze interior 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze exterior, brown glaze 
interior 

SCF 033 
Ceramics 

1 opaque porcelain sherd, undecorated base fragment (post-1880, Magid 1990) 
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

SCF 034 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied stoneware sherd, brown glaze interior, Bristol slip exterior 
Glass 

1 lime soda windowpane sherd, stained (1864-present) 
1 unidentified aqua sherd, flat, worn 1 unidentified clear sherd, flat 

SCF 035 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior, rim fragment 
SCF 038 

Ceramics 
1 buff bodied stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior, rim fragment 

Native American 
1 quartz preform fragment 

SCF 041 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior 
2 buff bodied stoneware sherds, Bristol slip exterior, Albany slip interior 

SCF 042 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, black glaze interior, white/Bristol glaze 
exterior 

Glass 
1 aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds 

11 pale aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, base fragment, duraglas stippling (1940-present) 
SCF 043 

Glass 
1 white milk glass cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 
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SCF 046 
Native American 

1 chert point, Brewerton, corner-notched, heavily curated, late Archaic 
(4900-3700 BP) 

SCF 048 
Ceramics 

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
SCF 050 

Ceramics 
1 redware sherd, dark red glaze interior, unglazed exterior 

SCF 051 
Glass 

1 dark amber cylindrical bottle sherd, stained 
1 unidentified sherd, heat melted 

SCF 052 
Glass 

1 aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, probable lip fragment, stained 
SCF 063 

Glass 
1 honey amber cylindrical/oval bottle sherd, base fragment 

SCF 064 
Ceramics 

1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze interior and exterior 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

SCF 065 
Ceramics 

1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)  
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)  

Native American 
1 quartz point fragment, distal portion 

SCF 066 
Ceramics 

1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
SCF 067 

Ceramics 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 

SCF 068 
Ceramics 

1 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
SCF 069 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle sherd, neck fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 

SCF 070 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear glaze 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 

SCF 071 
Ceramics 

1 white salt glaze sherd, basket pattern, probably dot, diaper and basket 
(1740-1765, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

SCF 072 
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Ceramics 
1 white salt glaze sherd, molded dot, diaper, and basket pattern, rim fragment 
(1740-1765, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

SCF 073 
Ceramics 

1 white salt glaze sherd (1720-1805, South 1977) 
SCF 074 

Ceramics 
1 pearlware sherd, unidentified blue decoration (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 

1992) 
SCF 075 

Ceramics 
1 buff bodied stoneware, Albany slip interior and exterior  

Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 

SCF 076 
Native American 

1 quartz point, Halifax, side-notched, tip missing, Middle Archaic(5500-4500 BP) 
SCF 077 

Glass 
1 aqua rectangular bottle sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 1 unidentified clear 

sherd, curved 
SCF 078 

Ceramics 
1 white salt glaze sherd (1720-1805, South 1977) 

SCF 079 
Ceramics 

1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, rim fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
SCF 080 

Ceramics 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, rim fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 

1992) 
SCF 081 

Ceramics 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, grey salt glaze exterior, unglazed 

SCF 082 
Miscellaneous 

5 brick fragments 
SCF 083 

Glass 
1 green blackglass cylindrical liquor/spirits sherd Miscellaneous 
1 melted glass and rock conglomerate 

SCF 084 
Ceramics 

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 

SCF 085 
Ceramics 

3 grey and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds (mend), clear salt glaze exterior, 
clear glaze interior 
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SCF 086 
Metal 

1 unidentified ferrous metal sheeting, flat 
SCF 087 

Ceramics 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 

SCF 088 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, dark brown glaze interior, clear salt glaze 
exterior, rim fragment 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 

SCF 089 
Glass 

1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 
SCF 090 

Ceramics 
1 pearlware sherd, hand painted blue decoration (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 

SCF 091 
Glass 

1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle sherd, base fragment (1880-1915) 
SCF 092 

Miscellaneous 
1 oyster shell fragment 

SCF 093 
Native American 

1 quartz flake, partial 
SCF 094 

Glass 
1 olive green blackglass liquor/spirits sherd, embossed "..  .A...", contact mold 
(1810-1880) 

SCF 095 
Miscellaneous 

2 ster shell fragments 
SCF 096 

Ceramics 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 

SCF 097 
Glass 

1 cylindrical white milk glass sherd 
SCF 098 

Ceramics 
1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior, dark red glaze interior 

SCF 099 
Glass 

1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, embossed "..  .S..." above "..  .T..." or 
"...I..." 

SCF 101 
Glass 

1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle sherd (1880-1915) 
SCF 102 
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Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial, with cortex 

SCF 104 
Ceramics 

1 whiteware sherd, flow blue decoration exterior and interior, rim fragment 
(1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1870, Miller 1992) 

SCF 105 
Ceramics 

1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, light brown glaze interior, clear salt glaze 
and cobalt decoration exterior 

SCF 107 
Metal 

1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment 
SCF 108 

Ceramics 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

SCF 109 
Glass 

1 unidentified light aqua sherd, curved 
SCF 110 

Glass 
1 unidentified clear sherd, flat 

SCF 111 
Native American 

1 quartz point fragment, distal portion, tip missing 
SCF 112 

Glass 
1 green cylindrical bottle sherd 

SCF 113 
Ceramics 

1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, purple/red glaze exterior, purple/silver 
glaze interior 

SCF 114 
Ceramics 

1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze and unidentified blue 
decoration exterior, clear glaze interior 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
3 ironstone sherds, undecorated, rim fragments (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 clear manganese square/rectangular bottle sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1915) 
1 unidentified clear sherd, curved 

SCF 115 
Ceramics 

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
SCF 116 

Ceramics 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 

SCF 117 
Glass 

1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 
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SCF 118 
Ceramics 

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
SCF 119 

Ceramics 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 dark greenish-aqua cylindrical bottle sherd, base fragment 

SCF 120 
Ceramics 

1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
SCF 121 

Ceramics 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 

SCF 122 
Ceramics 

1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze exterior, unglazed 
1 ironstone sherd, black floral transfer print (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, unidentified embossing 
1 unidentified clear sherd 

SCF 123 
Ceramics 

1 whiteware sherd, blue shell edge, scalloped rim fragment (1820-1900+, South 
1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992) 

SCF 124 
Ceramics 

1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
Glass 

1 clear manganese square/rectangular bottle sherd (1880-1915) 
1 white milk glass sherd, canning jar lid liner, stamped (1869-1941) 

 
Site 44LD418 
SCF 015 

Native American 
1 rhyolite point, Savannah River stemmed, curated, late Archaic (50003000 BP) 
SCF 017 
1 quartzite late-stage biface, probably Savannah River (late Archaic) (50003000 
BP) 

SCF 018 
Ceramics 

1 redware sherd, dark red/brown glaze exterior, unglazed interior 
SCF 020 

Ceramics 
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Native American 
1 quartz point fragment, basal portion missing, appears to be side-notched, 
probably Halifax, Middle Archaic (5500-4500 BP) 
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Site 44LD431 
SCF 031 

Ceramics 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze and cobalt decoration 
exterior, clear glaze interior 
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, rim fragment 

Glass 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, rim fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
1 clear manganese sherd, molded possible stopper or lid fragment (1880-1915) 

SCF 032 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied stoneware, Bristol slip exterior, Albany slip interior (post-1805) 
1 whiteware sherd, flow blue decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 18351870, 
Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 dark olive green cylindrical bottle sherd, base fragment, stained 

Miscellaneous 
4 brick fragments 

SCF 036 
Ceramics 

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
SCF 037 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 

SCF 039 
Glass 

1 Ball blue canning jar sherd, base fragment embossed "7..." (1909-1938) 
SCF 040 

Ceramics 
1 refined white earthenware sherd, yellow glaze, molded decoration rim band, rim 
fragment 

SCF 044 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, dark brown glaze interior, brown glaze 
exterior 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
1 whiteware sherd, yellow glaze, overglaze unidentified green decoration 
(1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 

Metal 
1 circular tin lid, embossed "Ford MADE IN U.S.A." 

SCF 045 
Ceramics 

1 whiteware sherd, unidentified green glaze, rim fragment (1820-1900+, South 
1977; Miller 1992) 

SCF 047 
Ceramics 

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, burned 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)  
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1 whiteware sherd, molded decoration, handle fragment, (1820-1900+, South 
1977; Miller 1992) 

Miscellaneous 
1 coal fragment 

SCF 049 
Ceramics 

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, overglaze decal with hand painted floral motif 
(1890-present) 
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, neck fragment, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 

SCF 053 
Glass 

1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 
SCF 054 

Ceramics 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, rim fragment, (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 

SCF 055 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Bristol slip interior and exterior  
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior, Bristol slip exterior, 
base fragment 
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear glaze exterior, dark brown glaze 
interior, rim fragment  
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear/yellow glaze interior and exterior 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glaze interior and exterior  
1 ironstone sherd, black maker's mark "...MER AU...", "MADE IN...", "M 42..." 
(1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
1 ironstone sherd, unidentified blue decoration and black transfer print interior and 
exterior, rim fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, base fragment, embossed "REGIS...", 
1 Ball blue cylindrical canning jar sherds, one base fragment, automatic bottle 
machine (1909-1938) 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 
1 unidentified amber sherd, curved 

SCF 056 
Ceramics 

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, unidentified blue stripe, thin handle fragment 
1 redware sherd, red/brown glaze obverse, unglazed reverse 

SCF 057 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Bristol slip interior and exterior  
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior, Bristol slip exterior  
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, dark brown glaze interior,  
1 dark brown and Bristol slip exterior, with broad annular band, decoration 
(post-1805) 
1 redware sherd, brown glaze interior and exterior 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle sherd, lip/shoulder fragment, small handle, automatic 
bottle machine (1910-present) 
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1 unidentified aqua sherd, curved  
1 white milk glass cylindrical sherd, molded ridges  

Native American 
1 rhyolite point, heavily curated, stemmed 

SCF 058 
Ceramics 

1 kaolin pipe stem fragment, molded decoration 
Glass 

1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle sherd, base fragment (1880-1915) 
SCF 059 

Ceramics 
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, dark brown glaze interior and exterior, base 
fragment 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze exterior, brown/green glaze 
interior, base fragment 
1 ironstone sherds, undecorated, base fragments (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
1 opaque porcelain industrial ceramic electric insulator, "WP 22 USA" (post-1880, 
Magid 1990) 
1 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 aqua cylindrical bottle sherd, lip/neck fragment 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle sherd, base fragment (1880-1915) 

SCF 060 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, light grey glaze exterior, black glaze 
1 redware sherd, grey/sliver glaze obverse, unglazed reverse 
1 whiteware sherds, undecorated, burned (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 amber cylindrical bottle sherd 
4 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds, 1 base fragment 
1 clear sheet glass sherd 
1 white milk glass cylindrical bottle sherd, ridged 
1 white milk glass cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, base fragment 

SCF 061 
Ceramics 

1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)  
1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze exterior, unglazed interior, base fragment 

Glass 
1 Ball blue cylindrical canning jar sherd, automatic bottle machine (1909-1938) 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, stained 

SCG 01 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, grey glaze exterior, dark brown glaze 
interior 
1 whiteware sherd, polychrome, 2 mulberry annular bands and unidentified blue 
decoration, rim fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1865, Miller 1992) 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 

SCG 04 
Ceramics 
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1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, grey slip exterior 
1 redware sherd, red glaze interior, unglazed exterior 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle sherd, opalized (1880-1915)  
1 olive green cylindrical bottle sherd 

Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 
1 glazed brick fragment, burned 

SCG 05 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, dark brown glaze interior, tan glaze exterior, 
rim fragment 
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated 

Glass 
1 clear bottle or jar sherd, embossed "D." 
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle sherd, embossed " .WE." (1880-1915)  
3 olive green cylindrical bottle sherds, stained  

Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 

SCG 07 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior, rim 
fragment 
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 

Glass 
1 amber cylindrical bottle sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)  
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle sherd (1880-1915) 1 lime soda windowpane 
sherd (1864-present) 

SCG 08 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior  
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior, base 
fragment 
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior, Bristol slip exterior 
(post-1805) 
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior, unglazed exterior 
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze exterior, clear glaze 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze exterior, clear glaze interior, 
base fragment 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherds, clear salt glaze exterior, brown glaze 
interior 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
1 pearlware sherd, polychrome finger painted decoration (1790-1820, South 1977; 
Miller 1992) 
1 redware sherd, dark red glaze interior, unglazed exterior, rim fragment  
1 redware sherd, unglazed exterior, interior missing 
1 whiteware sherd, brown annular rim band, rim fragment (1820-1900+, South 
1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992) 
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3 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
Glass 

2 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds 
2 light aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherds, one stained  
1 olive green cylindrical bottle sherd 

SCG 09 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior  
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior, rim 
fragment 
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, dark brown glaze interior and exterior 
1 grey and buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, salt glaze exterior, clear glaze 
interior 
2 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherds, clear salt glaze obverse, unglazed  
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated 
1 redware sherd, brown glaze exterior, unglazed interior  
1 whiteware sherd, brown annular rim band decoration, rim fragment (1820- 
1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992) 
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
Glass 
1 amber square/rectangular medicinal bottle sherd, base fragment, embossed "X & 
CO." above "...MORE" above "...O" 
1 aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 
2 bright lime green cylindrical bottle sherds, 1 base 
3 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds 
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle sherd, molded annular band, chilled iron mold 
(1880-1915)  
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle sherd, stained (1880-1915) 
1 balt blue cylindrical bottle sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 
1 dark olive green cylindrical bottle sherds, stained 1 light aqua cylindrical 
bottle/jar sherd, stained 

Metal 
1 iron two-pronged knife bind for hay bine 
2 unidentified ferrous metal fragments 

Native American 
1 rhyolite flake, partial 

SCG 10 
Metal 

11 unidentified cast iron fragment, flat, approx.  15 cm x 6 cm, layers  
SCG 11 

Miscellaneous 
2 brick fragments 

SCG 12 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip exterior, dark brown glaze 
interior 
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, base or lid fragment  
1 ironstone sherd, unidentified molded decoration (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated, base fragment (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
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Glass 
1 amber cylindrical bottle sherd, neck fragment, stained 1  aqua cylindrical 
bottle/jar sherd  
1 7 Up cylindrical bottle sherd 
1 clear bottle/jar sherd, paneled, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)  
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, base fragment  
1 dark olive green cylindrical bottle sherd  
1 very pale green cylindrical bottle sherd 
1 white milk glass cylindrical bottle sherd, base fragment  

Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragments 

SCG 13 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior  
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior, base 
fragment 
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior, Bristol slip exterior, 
base fragment (post-1805) 
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, dark brown glaze exterior, light brown glaze 
interior 
1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glaze interior and exterior, slightly 
burned 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)  
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)  
1 redware sherd, red glaze interior, dark brown glaze exterior  
1 whiteware sherd, green and pink decal, rim fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; 
1890-present, Miller 1992) 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 amber cylindrical bottle sherd, lip fragment, stained 
2 amber cylindrical bottle sherds, automatic bottle machine (1907-present)  
1 aqua square/rectangular bottle sherd, blown pattern mold (1750-1850) 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, base fragment  
1 light green cylindrical bottle sherd, stained  
1 light olive green cylindrical bottle sherd, stained  
1 unidentified clear sherd, curved 

Metal 
1 cut 20d nail, machine headed (post-1830) Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 

SCG 14 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior 
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior, Bristol slip exterior 
(post-1805) 
2 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherds, Albany slip interior and exterior, rim 
fragments 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze and cobalt decoration 
exterior, clear glaze interior 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
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1 pearlware sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 
1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze interior, brown slip interior 
1 redware sherd, dark red interior and exterior 
2redware sherds, undecorated 
1 unidentified buff bodied coarse stoneware, light blue glaze interior and 
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated, rim fragments (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 

Glass 
2 amber cylindrical bottle sherds 
1 Ball blue cylindrical canning jar sherd, automatic bottle machine (1909-1938) 
1 clear cylindrical bottle sherd, lip fragment, continuous screw thread, automatic 
bottle machine (post-1924) 
1 clear cylindrical bottle sherd, pressed linear pattern 
2 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds 
1 clear cylindrical/oval bottle/jar sherd, base fragment 1  cobalt cylindrical bottle 
sherd 
1 dark olive green cylindrical bottle sherd, contact mold (1810-1880) 
1 lime soda windowpane sherd, slightly stained (1864-present) 
2 unidentified clear sherds, flat 
1 white milk glass cylindrical bottle sherd, base fragment 
1 white milk glass cylindrical bottle sherd, rim fragment 
2 white milk glass cylindrical bottle sherds Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 
1 coal fragment 
1 rubber fragment, brown, flat 

SCG 15 
Ceramics 

1 1buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior 
1 buff bodies coarse stoneware sherd, Bristol glaze exterior, dark brown glaze 
interior (1720-1805, South 1977)  
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, green annular rim band, rim fragment 
1 Ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)  
1 opaque porcelain sherd, undecorated (post-1880, Magid 1990)  
1 redware sherd, clear glaze exterior, white slip/white glaze interior, base  
1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze exterior 
1 refined white earthenware sherd, yellow glaze, green decal decoration 
(post-1890) 
1 whiteware sherd, unidentified decal decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; 
1890-present, Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 amber cylindrical bottle sherd, stained 
1 amber oval/square/rectangular bottle sherd, base fragment, automatic 
bottle machine (1907-present)  
1 amber square/rectangular bottle sherd, base fragment, opalized  
1 Ball blue canning jar sherds, base fragments, automatic bottle machine 
(1909-1938) 
1 clear cylindrical bottle sherd, embossed lettering "165-19" on base, automatic 
bottle machine, (1907-present) 
1 clear cylindrical bottle sherd, lip fragment, screw thread, automatic bottle 
machine (1910-present) 
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1 clear cylindrical bottle sherds, continuous screw thread closure, one with black 
plastic cap, (1924-present) 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, base fragment 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, molded decoration 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, unidentified red and whitelabel/decoration 9 
clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds 
1 clear cylindrical/square/rectangular bottle sherd, embossed "..  .T..."  
1 clear entire cylindrical bottle, molded horizontal design around base, hexagonal 
around shoulder, threaded continuous screw cap lip, "U.S. PAT'D, 110034, 1" 
embossed on the base, probably a nail polish  
1 clear oval bottle/jar sherd, stained 
1 clear square/rectangular bottle sherd, embossed "..  .SS..." 
1 cobalt cylindrical bottle sherd 
1 cobalt cylindrical bottle sherd, pressed pattern decoration 
1 dark aqua square/rectangular bottle sherd, contact mold, (1810-1880) 
1 pale aqua square/rectangular bottle sherd, stained, worn 
1 pale aqua square/rectangular bottle sherd, with an embossed partial "2" on the 
base fragment, stained and worn 
1 pale green tableware sherd sherd, pressed glass, fluted on one side, depression 
glass 
2 unidentified clear selenium (yellow) sherds, flat (1911-1930) 4 unidentified clear 
sherds, flat, stained 
1 unidentified pale aqua sherd, flat 
2 white milk glass cylindrical sherds 
1 white milk glass small cylindrical jar, almost complete, non-continuous screw 
thread, molded decoration, probably cosmetic 

SCG 16 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior  
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior, rim 
fragment of bottle/jug 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze exterior, brown slip interior, 
base fragment 
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration, rim fragment (1840-1900+, 
Miller 1992) 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
2 redware sherds, dark brown glaze exterior, unglazed interior 
2 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
4 whiteware sherds, undecorated, base fragments (1820-1900+, South 1977; 
Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle sherd, lip fragment 
1 clear cylindrical bottle sherd, lip fragment, raised dots around 

collar of lip, automatic bottle machine (1910-present) 
4 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds 
1 clear square/rectangular bottle sherd 
1 clear square/rectangular bottle sherd, embossed "E...", chilled iron mold 
(1880-1930) 
1 greenish-aqua cylindrical bottle sherd, base fragment 
1 unidentified aqua sherd, curved 
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3 unidentified clear sherds, flat 
Metal 

1 cut 4 1/2d nail, machine headed (post-1830) Miscellaneous 
Miscellaneous 

2 brick fragments 
1 mortar fragment 
2 oyster shell fragments 
2 rubber fragments 

SCG 18 
Metal 

1 ferrous metal horse shoe fragment 
SCG 20 

Ceramics 
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior 
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 

SCG 21 
Ceramics 

1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
Glass 

1 dark olive green cylindrical bottle sherd, neck/shoulder fragment 
1 unidentified aqua sherd, curved 
1 unidentified clear sherds, flat 
1 unidentified windowpane sherd, stained 
1 white milk glass sherd, small cylindrical jar fragment, screw thread, embossed 
on base "MUM...", "MFO .  ", "P...", cosmetic 

Metal 
1 unidentified nail fragment 

SCG 22 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior  
1 creamware sherd, finial fragment (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, base fragment  
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
2 soft paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, slightly burned  
1 whiteware sherd, green floral transfer print (1820-1900+, South 1977; 
1825-1875, Miller 1992) 
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 clear bottle/jar sherd, base fragment, Container Codes (1929-1954) "2" on left, 
"5" on bottom, automatic bottle machine 
1 clear square/rectangular bottle sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 
1 green blackglass liquor/spirits bottle sherd 
1 light aqua square/rectangular bottle sherd, blown pattern mold (1750-1850)  
1 unidentified aqua  sherd, flat 
1 unidentified clear manganese sherd, pressed triangle-shaped mounds 
(1880-1915)  
2 unidentified clear sherds, flat  
1 unidentified cobalt sherd, curved 
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1 very pale aqua square/rectangular bottle sherd, may be medicinal, embossed "6" 
or "9" on base chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 

Miscellaneous 
2 bone fragments 
1 brick fragment 
1 plastic fragment, dark blue, curved  
1 rubber heel of shoe 

SCG 23 
Ceramics 

1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze obverse, unglazed reverse 
1 redware sherd, dark red/brown glaze obverse, missing reverse 
2 refined white earthenware sherds, undecorated, burned 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 clear bottle/jar sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 
3 clear bottle/jar sherds, 2 base fragments 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, embossed "2." 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, pressed glass annular bands 
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1915) 
1 olive green cylindrical bottle sherd, stained 

Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 

SCG 24 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, dark brown glaze interior and exterior 
1 refined grey bodied stoneware sherd, orange/brown slip exterior, unglazed 
interior 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 amber cylindrical bottle sherd, neck fragment, chilled iron mold (1880) 
1 aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, stained 1  clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd  
1 dark olive green cylindrical bottle sherd, stained 
1 pale yellowish-green bottle sherd, stained 
2 white milk glass bottle sherds, base fragments 

SCG 25 
Ceramics 

1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze interior and exterior 1 refined white 
earthenware sherd, dark brown glaze interior, blue stenciled letters on exterior 
".GO." 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 
1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle sherd, neck fragment, stained (1880-1915) 
1 green blackglass cylindrical liquor/spirits sherd, stained 

SCG 27 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze and cobalt decoration 
exterior 

SCG 29 
Ceramics 

1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze and cobalt decoration 
exterior, brown glaze interior, rim and handle fragment 
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SCG 30 
Ceramics 

1 refined white earthenware sherd, undecorated, burned Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 

SCG 31 
Ceramics 

1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, brown glaze interior, clear salt glaze 
exterior, cobalt decoration, rim fragment (American Blue and Grey?) 

SCG 32 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, dark brown glaze interior and exterior, 
slightly burned  
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)  
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze exterior, clear glaze  
1 olive green cylindrical bottle sherd 

Metal 
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment, possible plow/farm tool, approx.  20 cm in 
length, curved 

SCG 33 
Glass 

1 clear manganese cylindrical bottle sherd, base fragment, embossed "..  .S", 
"...ND", "...ESS" (1880-1915) 

SCG 34 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear salt glaze exterior 
SCG 35 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 

SCG 36 
Ceramics 

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; 
Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 dark greenish-aqua cylindrical bottle sherd 

SCG 37 
Ceramics 

1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze interior, unglazed exterior  
1 redware sherd, dark red/brown glaze exterior, unglazed interior, rim 

Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 

Glass 
1 greenish-aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 

SCG 40 
Native American 

1 quartz flake, partial 
SCG 41 

Ceramics 
1 kaolin pipe stem fragment 
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Glass 
1 greenish-aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, base fragment, contact mold 
(1810-1880) 

SCG 43 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip interior and exterior 
1 redware sherd, dark red/brown glaze obverse, unglazed reverse 
1 whiteware sherd, probable mocha decoration (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 

SCG 46 
Ceramics 

1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze exterior, unglazed interior 
SCG 51 

Glass 
1 olive green cylindrical bottle sherd Miscellaneous 
1 unidentified mortar or shell fragment 

SCG 52 
Glass 

1 unidentified amber sherd, stained, slightly curved 
Metal 

1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment, flat, curved, approx.  11 cm in length 
SCG 53 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, embossed " .  ERE .  ", " .BE .  " 
1 dark amber cylindrical bottle sherd, neck fragment, stained 

SCG 58 
Ceramics 

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, pink and green decal (post-1890) 
SCG 67 

Ceramics 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, base fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 

SCG 69 
Ceramics 

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, slightly burned (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 

Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 

SCG 71 
Ceramics 

1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze interior, unglazed exterior 
SCG 72 

Glass 
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 

SCG 74 
Glass 

1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, pressed ridges 
STP 03, Ao/Fill 

Glass 
4 unidentified clear sherds, flat, stained 

STP 05, Ao/Fill 
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Ceramics 
1 redware sherd, brown glaze interior, red slip incised annular design exterior 

STP 06, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 

2 redware sherds, brown glaze one side, broken other side 
STP 07, Ao/Fill 

Glass 
1 unidentified windowpane sherd, stained  

Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragments 

STP 08, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 

4 creamware sherds, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
1 redware sherd, no glaze exterior, broken interior 
2 redware sherds, brown glaze interior, no glaze exterior 

Glass 
1 unidentified honey amber spall 

Metal 
1 cut nail fragment, unidentified head (post-1790) 
1 unidentified 8d nail fragment, pulled 

STP 09, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, slightly burned 
Glass 

1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, automatic bottle machine (1910-present) 
Metal 

1 wire 12d nail, bent (1890-present) 
1 wire 9d nail, pulled (1890-present) 

STP 10, Ao/Fill 
Glass 

1 greenish aqua square/rectangular bottle sherd, stained  
1 pale aqua cylindrical bottle sherd, neck fragment, stained 

STP 11, Fill 1 
Ceramics 

1 redware sherd, brown glaze interior, unglazed exterior Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 

STP 12, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 

2 redware sherds, brown glaze interior and exterior 
Glass 

1 amber cylindrical bottle sherd, stained 
STP 13, Ao/Fill 

Ceramics 
1 redware sherd, brown glaze one side 

Glass 
1 unidentified clear sherd, flat Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 

STP 18, Ao/Fill 
Metal 

1 unidentified ferrous metal wire fragment 
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AREA C 
 
 

Site 44LD1236 
STP 022a, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 

STP 039, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartz flake, partial 
STP 039c, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz shatter 

STP 039d, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartz shatter 
STP 045, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 chalcedony flake, partial 

STP 046, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartz point, Halifax, side notched, reworked, Middle Archaic (5500-4500 BP) 
or Lamoka, stemmed type, Middle Archaic (5500-4200 BP) 

 
Site 44LD1237 
Cemetery Delineation Back Dirt 

Ceramics 
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Albany slip exterior, Bristol slip interior, 
base fragment of crock (post-1805) 
2 ironstone sherds, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
1 unidentified coarse earthenware, brown glaze interior and exterior, base 
fragment 

Glass 
1 Ball blue cylindrical canning jar sherd, base fragment (1909-1938)  
1 clear selenium (pink) square/rectangular bottle sherd (1911-1930)  
1 clear square/rectangular bottle sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 
1 clear square/rectangular bottle sherd, pressed, Owen's scar on base, embossed 
"13" on side, automatic bottle machine (1910-present) 
1 cobalt rectangular bottle sherd, trademark "M" inside circle on base, Maryland 
Glass Corp., Baltimore, MD (post-1921) 

Native American 
1 quartz chunk 

Collection from Creek in front of Spring House 
Ceramics 

1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, clear/yellow glaze interior (1800- 
1912, Miller 1992)  
1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd, molded linear decoration interior, 
yellow glaze exterior, rim fragment (1800-1912, Miller 1992)  
1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, Bristol slip interior, Albany slip exterior 
(post-1805) 
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1 grey and brown bodied coarse stoneware sherd, clear glaze interior, clear salt 
glaze exterior 
2 grey bodied coarse stoneware sherds, clear glaze interior, clear salt glaze 
1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated 
1 ironstone sherd, blue transfer print, base fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, rim fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
1 redware sherd, light brown/red glaze interior, unglazed exterior 
1 redware sherd, red glaze interior, unglazed exterior 
1 redware sherd, yellow and pale orange glaze interior, rim fragment 
3 redware sherds, dark brown/red glaze exterior, unglazed interior 
3 redware sherds, unglazed exterior, interior missing 
1 refined white earthenware sherd, dark brown glaze interior 
1 whiteware sherd, black maker's mark, "...BALT..." (1820-1900+, South 1977; 
Miller 1992) 
3 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Metal 
2 ferrous metal wire fragments 

Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 

SCF 1, 5' East of STP 10d 
Ceramics 

1 buff bodied coarse stoneware sherd, dark brown glaze interior, white glaze rim, 
unglazed exterior, rim fragment  
1 ironstone sherd, molded decoration (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)  
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, rim fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 

Native American 
1 quartz flakes, partial 

STP 010, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

2 quartz flakes, partial 
STP 010a, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 

STP 010b, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartz flake, partial 1 quartz shatter 
STP 010d, Ao/Ap 

Glass 
1 amber cylindrical bottle sherd 
1 amber cylindrical bottle sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 
5 clear bottle/jar sherds, automatic bottle machine (1910-present) 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, pressed glass, ridged bands, chilled iron mold 
(1880-1930) 
6 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds, opalized Native American 
1 probable quartz biface 

STP 022, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartz shatter 
STP 044, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
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1 quartz flake, partial 1 quartz shatter 
STP 044c, Ao/Ap 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 

Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 
1 quartz shatter 

STP 073, Ao/Ap 
Glass 

1 light green cylindrical bottle sherd, probably free blown (pre-1860)  
Native American 

1 quartz shatter 
STP 074, Ap 

Glass 
1 lime soda windowpane sherd (1864-present)  

Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 1 quartz shatter 

STP 075, Ao/Ap 
Miscellaneous 

15 peach pits 
STP 077, Ao/Fill 

Metal 
1 ferrous metal barbed wire fragment  

Native American 
1 quartzite flake, partial 

STP 078, Ao/Fill 
Native American 

1 quartz flake, partial 
STP 079, Ao/Fill 

Ceramics 
2 whiteware sherds (mend), green hand painted annular rim band, rim fragments 
(1820-1900+, South 1977; 1830-1875, Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, contact mold, slightly heat melted, (1810-1880)  
1 clear sherd, curved, thin 
1 unidentified windowpane sherd 

STP 080, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 

1 ironstone sherd, undecorated, rim fragment (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, slightly burned (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 

Glass 
2 unidentified clear sherds, curved 
4 unidentified windowpane sherds, stained 

Metal 
1 wire 9d nail (1890-present) Miscellaneous 
1 bone fragment 
1 brick fragment 
2 yellow plastic fragments, flat 

STP 082, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 
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1 creamware sherd, undecorated (1762-1820, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 1 redware sherd, dark 
red/brown glaze one side 
1 redware sherd, light brown glaze interior and exterior, base fragment  
1 whiteware sherd, blue transfer print (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1835-1865+, 
Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 
1 clear cylindrical bottle sherd, faceted, base fragment 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, stained 
4 unidentified windowpane sherds 
1 white milk glass bottle/jar sherd, base fragment 

Metal 
1 ferrous metal washer  
1 wire 6d nail (1890-present)  

Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 
2 quartz shatter 

STP 086, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 

1 redware sherd, red glaze 
1 whiteware sherd, shadow decal on interior and exterior (1820-1900+, South 
1977; 1890-1900+, Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 amber cylindrical bottle sherd, stained 
2 honey amber cylindrical bottle sherd (mend), band of small raised dots/bumps, 
automatic bottle machine (1907-present) 
1 potash/soda windowpane sherd (pre-1864) 
1 unidentified windowpane sherd, stained 

Metal 
1 cut 10d nail, machine headed (post-1830) 

1 ferrous metal sheeting, thin 
Miscellaneous 

1 bone fragments, 1 calcined 
1 mortar fragment 
1 oyster shell fragment 

1 rubber fragment  
Native American 

1 quartz flake, partial 
1 quartz flake, partial, with cortex 
2 quartz shatter 

STP 087, Ao/Fill 
Glass 

1 clear sheet glass fragment, stained 
Metal 

1 unidentified ferrous metal circular fragment Miscellaneous 
3 brick fragments Native American 
2 quartz flakes, partial 

STP 088, Ao/Fill/ApB 
Glass 

1 unidentified clear sherd, heat melted, possible mancala piece  
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Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 

STP 089, Ao/Fill 
Metal 

1 ferrous metal wire fragment 
STP 091, Ao/Fill 

Glass 
2 clear cylindrical pitcher/jug sherds (mend) lip/neck fragment, small handle, 
continuous screw thread, automatic bottle machine (1907-present) 
4 unidentified clear sherds, curved 

STP 092, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 

22 fiesta ware sherds, aqua glaze (1936-1969, Miller 1992) 
9 fiesta ware sherds, aqua glaze, rim fragments (1936-1969, Miller 1992)  
1 refined white earthenware sherd 

Glass 
1 amber cylindrical bottle sherd 
2 amber cylindrical bottle sherds (mend) neck fragments, automatic bottle 
machine (1907-present) 
5 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds 
1 clear rectangular bottle sherd, embossed "..  .AYE..."  
1 unidentified clear sherd, flat Miscellaneous 
1 coal fragment 

STP 097, Ao/Ap 
Glass 

1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 
STP 103, Ao/Fill 1 

Glass 
1 clear oval/rectangular bottle sherd, embossed "F..." above "F...", automatic bottle 
machine (1910-present) 

STP 103, Fill 2 
Glass 

1 light aqua bottle/jar sherd 
1 soda windowpane sherd (pre-1864) 

STP 104, Ao/Fill 
Glass 

2 unidentified clear sheet glass sherds 
STP 105, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 
1 quartz flake, partial, with cortex 

STP 106, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartzite flake, partial 
STP 108, Ao/Ap 

Metal 
1 unidentified nail fragment 1 wire 16d nail (1890-present)  

Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 

STP 114, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 
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1 whiteware sherd, blue hand painting interior and exterior (1820-1900+, South 
1977; 1830-1860, Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 unidentified clear sherd, stained  

Miscellaneous 
7 bone fragments 

STP 115, Ao/Fill 
Glass 

7 clear sheet glass sherds 
5 lime soda windowpane sherds (1864-present) 

Metal 
1 cut nail fragment, unidentified head (post-1790) 
1 unidentified ferrous metal fragment 

STP 122, Ao/Fill 
Native American 

1 quartz point, Halifax, side-notched, re-worked, Middle Archaic (5500-4500 BP) 
or Lamoka, stemmed type, Middle Archaic (5500-4200 BP) 

STP 124, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated 
1 pearlware sherd, green spatter/sponge decoration (1780-1830), South 1977; 
1820-1840, (Miller 1992) 
1 terra cotta sherd, undecorated 

Metal 
1 wire nail fragment, pulled (1890-present) 

STP 125, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 

1 ironstone sherd, scalloped rim, rim fragment, slightly burned (1840-1900+, 
Miller 1992)  
1 pearlware sherd, green shell-edge, scalloped rim, rim fragment (1780-1830, 
South 1977; 1800-1830, Miller 1992) 
1 redware sherd, dark red/brown glaze obverse, no glaze reverse  
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, base fragment, stained 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 
2 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds  
1 clear sheet glass sherd 
1 dark green cylindrical bottle sherd, stained 
1 light greenish-aqua cylindrical bottle sherd, stained 

Metal 
2 unidentified ferrous metal fragments  
1 unidentified strap iron fragment 

Miscellaneous 
1 shell fragment 

STP 127, Ao/Fill 
Glass 

1 unidentified clear sherd, curved 1 unidentified sherd, heat melted 
Metal 

1 unidentified tin/thin sheet fragment, folded 
STP 127, Apb 
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Ceramics 
1 refined white earthenware sherd 
1 refined white earthenware sherd, unidentified blue decoration 

Metal 
1 unidentified metal fragment Miscellaneous 
1 calcined bone fragments 
1 pit fragment 

STP 128, Ao/Fill and Fill 2 
Glass 

2 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, exterior stained with unidentified material, one 
lip fragment   
1 unidentified clear sherd, curved, thin 

Metal 
1 cut 2d nail, machine headed (post-1830)  

Native American 
2 quartz flakes, partial 

STP 129, Ao/Fill 
Glass 

1 clear cylindrical bottle sherd, lip fragment, automatic bottle machine 
(1910-present) 

1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, pressed linear design  
1 unidentified white sherd 

STP 130, Ao/Ap 
Ceramics 

1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
STP 138, Ao/Fill 

Ceramics 
1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992)  
1 redware sherd, unglazed 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, rim fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 

Glass 
1 amber cylindrical bottle sherds, one lip fragment 
4 Ball blue cylindrical canning jar sherds, automatic bottle machine (1909-1938) 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, base fragment  
1  clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, embossed ".M."  
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, embossed " .  OB..." above "..  .IS B.  " 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, molded ridges 
3 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 
2 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds, lip fragments 
1 clear cylindrical tableware sherd, rim fragment 
1 clear cylindrical/oval bottle sherd, chilled iron mold, embossed "2" with 
measurement lines 
1 clear selenium (pink) cylindrical bottle sherd, molded ridges (1911-1930) 
1 clear square/rectangular bottle sherds, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 
2 cylindrical bottle sherds, pressed ridges, one base fragment 
2 pale aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherds, one base fragment 
2 pale green cylindrical bottle sherds, one lip fragment 
10 unidentified clear sherds, curved 
1 white milk glass cylindrical bottle sherd 

Metal 
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2 unidentified ferrous metal fragments, flat 
1 unidentified ferrous metal wire fragment 

Miscellaneous 
1 brick fragment 
1 rubber 
2-hole sew through button -- 1.9 cm diameter  

Native American 
1 quartz flakes, partial 

STP 184, Ao/Ap 
Glass 

1 clear square/rectangular bottle sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930) 
Metal 

1 cut nail fragment (post-1790) 
2 wire nail fragments (1890-present)  

Native American 
1 quartz shatter 

STP 198, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartz flake 
STP 201, Ao/Ap 

Metal 
1 ferrous metal screw with eye 

STP 209, ao/fill 
Ceramics 

1 American Rockingham/Bennington sherd (1800-1912, Miller 1992)  
1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze interior 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, base fragment  
1 unidentified windowpane sherd 

STP 212, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 

1 ironstone sherd, undecorated (1840-1900+, Miller 1992) 
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 amber cylindrical bottle sherd, stained 
1 Ball blue cylindrical canning jar sherd (1909-1938) 
3 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherds, one base fragment, one opalized 

Metal 
1 wire nail fragment (1890-present)  

STP 213, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 

1 hard paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, rim fragment 
2 redware sherds, dark red/brown glaze exterior 

1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
Glass 

1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, chilled iron mold (1880-1930)  
8 clear cylindrical/oval bottle sherds 
3 clear cylindrical/oval bottle sherds, base fragments (2 mend) 
2 clear sheet glass sherds,  
1 heat melted 
2 unidentified clear sherds 
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Native American 
1 quartz point, Halifax, side-notched, missing tip, Middle Archaic (5500-4500 BP) 
or Lamoka, stemmed type, Middle Archaic (5500-4200 BP) 

STP 217, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartzite biface fragment, probable scraper 
STP 233, Fill or B 2 

Native American 
2 quartz flakes, partial 

STP 235, Ao/Fill 
Glass 

1 dark aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd 
STP 241, B 1 

Native American 
1 possible quartz biface fragment  
1 rhyolite flake, partial 

STP 242, Ao 
Glass 

1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 

STP 243, Ao/Fill 
Glass 

1 clear cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, unidentified embossing 
 
 

AREA D 
 
 

Site 44LD388 
STP 06, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz shatter 

STP 07, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartz flake, partial 
STP 30, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 

STP 32, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartz flake, partial 
STP 32c, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 

STP 88, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

2 quartz point (mend), Halifax, side-notched, Middle Archaic (5500-4500 BP) 
STP 88b, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz shatter 

STP 88d, Ao/Ap 
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Native American 
1 quartz point fragment, side-notched 

STP 92, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

3 quartz flakes, partial 
STP 92d, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz point fragment, distal tip portion 
1 quartzite flake, partial 

 
Site 44LD1238 
SCF 02 50' N of STP 14 

Native American 
1 quartz point fragment, distal portion 

STP 13, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartz flake, partial 
STP 14 

Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 

STP 16, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

2 quartz flakes, partial 
 
 

AREA E 
 
 

ISOLATED FINDS 
SCF 1 

Ceramics 
1 redware sherd, brown glaze interior, unglazed exterior 
1 redware sherd, dark brown glaze interior and exterior 
2 redware sherds (mend) unglazed interior and exterior, rim fragment 

Glass 
1 light aqua cylindrical bottle/jar sherd, stained 
2 unidentified clear sherds, flat 
1 unidentified windowpane sherd, stained 

Miscellaneous 
3 brick fragments 

STP 22, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartz flake, partial 
STP 74, Ao/Ap 

Glass 
1 clear cylindrical bottle sherd, faceted, probably tableware 

 
 

AREA F 
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ISOLATED FINDS 
SCF 1 25' NW of STP 171 

Native American 
1 quartz partial flake 

STP 057, Ao/Ap 
Miscellaneous 

1 mortar fragment 
STP 201, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz worked chunk, possible scraper 

 
 

AREA G 
 
 

ISOLATED FINDS 
SCF 1 near STP 191 

Glass 
1 unidentified pale aqua sherd, flat STP 21, Ao/Ap Ceramics 
1 pearlware sherd , blue hand painted decoration (1780-1820, South 1977; 
1780-1830 Miller 1992) 

 
 

AREA H 
 
 

ISOLATED FIND 
STP 195, Ao/Ap 

Ceramics 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

 
 

AREA I 
 
 

ISOLATED FIND  
STP 264, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz biface, late stage 

 
Site 44LD414 
STP 280 b, Ao/Ap 

Ceramics 
1 soft paste porcelain sherd, undecorated, rim fragment 
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated, rim fragment (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 
1992) 
6 whiteware sherds, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

Glass 
1 unidentified olive green bottle sherd, contact mold (1810-1880)  
1 unidentified pale aqua sherd, flat, opalized 
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Metal 
1 cut nail fragment, unidentified head (post-1790)  

Miscellaneous 
1 oyster shell fragment 

STP 280 c, Ao/Ap 
Ceramics 

2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
1 whiteware polychrome handpainted flower leaf pattern, lid fragment, hollow 
vessel (1820-1900+, South 1977; 1825-1860, Miller 1992) 

STP 280, Ao/Ap 
Ceramics 

1 redware sherds, brown glaze interior and exterior, exterior burned  
1 whiteware sherd, undecorated (1820-1900+, South 1977, Miller 1992) 

STP 281, Ao/Fill 
Ceramics 

1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992)  
Miscellaneous 

2 brick fragments 
 
 

AREA K 
 
 

 
ISOLATED FIND 
STP 45, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 

 
Site 44LD1239 
STP 72, Ao/Ap 

Native American 
1 quartz flake, partial 

STP 72a, Ao/Ap 
Ceramics 

1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
Glass 

1 potash/soda windowpane sherd (pre-1864) 
STP 73, Ao/Ap 

Ceramics 
2 pearlware sherds, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992) 

STP 74, Ao/Ap 
Native American 

1 quartzite projectile point fragment, medial section 
STP 74c, Ao/Ap 

Ceramics 
1 pearlware sherd, undecorated (1780-1830, South 1977; Miller 1992) 
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APPENDIX II: 
PLATES 
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PLATE 1 

Area A, Field in Preparation for Planting in July, Near 44LD418 
View to North 

 
PLATE 2 

Area A, Field after Planting November 2004 
50 West of VDHR Structure 53-0014 (Hawling’ House) 
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PLATE 3 

Area A, Site 44LD418, Quartz Point Fragment (SCF 020),  
Middle Archaic Halifax (5500 -4500 BP) 

 
PLATE 4 

Area A, Site 44LD418, Late Stage Quartzite Biface (SCF 17), Late Archaic Savannah River 
(5000-3000 BP) 
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PLATE 5 

Area A, Site 44LD418, Rhyolite Savannah River, Stemmed Point (SCF 15), 
Late Archaic (5000-3000 BP) 

 
PLATE 6 

Area C, Site 44LD1236, Middle Archaic Reworked Quartz Halifax (3500-2500 BC) 
or Lamoka, (3500-2200 BC) 
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PLATE 7 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093 (Wildman House), South Side of Main House 
(Structure 1) 

 
PLATE 8 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Southwest Corner of Main House (Structure 1) 
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PLATE 9 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, East Side of Main House (Structure 1) 

 
PLATE 10 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, North Side of Main House (Structure 1) 
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PLATE 11 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, West Side of Main House (Structure 1) 

 
PLATE 12 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Spring House and Main House (Background), View to 
East 
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PLATE 13 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, South Side of Spring House (Structure 2) 

 
PLATE 14 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, East Side of Spring House, Structure 2 
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PLATE 15 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Interior of Spring House (Structure 2), View to North 

 
PLATE 16 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Inscription ("78") on South Side of Spring House 
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PLATE 17 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Overview of Spring House (Structure 2), View to East 
 

 
PLATE 18 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Pool South of Spring House 
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PLATE 19 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, North Side of Crib Barn (Structure 3) 
 

 
PLATE 20 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Cement Piers on Crib Barn (Structure 3) 
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PLATE 21 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, West Side of Crib Barn (Structure 3) 

 
PLATE 22 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Collapsed Structure 4,  
Facing Northeast 
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PLATE 23 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Stone Foundation of Collapsed Structure 4,  
View to North 

 
PLATE 24 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Collapsed Structure 4, View to Southwest 
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PLATE 25 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Stable Ruins (Structure 5), View to West 

 
PLATE 26 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Southwest Corner of Foundation 6 
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PLATE 27 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Structures 7 and 8, Facing North 

 
PLATE 28 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Structure 9, Facing Northwest 
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PLATE 29 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Structures 1 and 10, View to Northwest 

 
PLATE 30 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093 
 South Side of Structure 10 (Garage) Associated With Structure 1 
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PLATE 31 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Barn (Structure 11), View to North 

 
PLATE 32 

Area C, Site 44LD1237, Mixed Hardwood and Cedar Forest, Facing East toward Cemetery 
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PLATE 33 

Area C, 44LD1237, Side-Notched Re-Worked Point/Scraper Middle Archaic Halifax (3500-2500 
BC) or Lamoka (3500-2200 BC) 

 

 
PLATE 34 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093 Fieldstone Grave Markers in Cemetery, 
View to South toward Stone Feature 
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PLATE 35 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093, Fieldstone Grave Markers in Cemetery, View to South 
with Bench and Stone Feature in Background 

 

 
PLATE 36 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093 Cemetery Delineation 
with Bobcat for scraping 
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PLATE 37 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093 Cemetery Delineation, From South Side of Cemetery 
Facing North 

 

 
PLATE 38 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093 Cemetery Delineation, Machine Excavation of Trench 
Along East to West Fence Line, Facing West 
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PLATE 39 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093 Hand Excavation of Depressions Exposing Grave 
Shafts, View to East 

 

 
PLATE 40 

Area C, Site 44LD1237/Structure 53-1093 Hand Excavation of Depressions exposing Grave 
Shafts, View to South 
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PLATE 41 

Area D, End of Landform Looking South Towards Beaver Dam Area 

 
PLATE 42 

Area D General Vegetation, View to South 
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PLATE 43 

Area D, 44LD388 Quartz Point, Halifax, Side-Notched, Middle Archaic (3500-2500 BC) 

 
PLATE 44 

Area D, 44LD388, Quartz Point Fragment, Side-Notched 
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PLATE 45 

Area D, 44LD388, Quartz Point Fragment, Tip Portion 

 
Plate 46 

Area I, Disturbed Area not tested 
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Plate 47 

Area I, General Vegetation, View to South 

 
PLATE 48 

Area I STP 246, Late Stage Quartz Biface, or Possible Spokeshave 
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PLATE 49 

Area I, Possible Location of Mill Race for Shreve's Mill  
Showing Disturbance, near Bridge over Sycolin Creek, View to North 

 
PLATE 50 

Area I, Remnants of Tail Race of Shreve's Mill, from Sycolin Creek Bridge, View to East 
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PLATE 51 

Area I, Tail Race for Shreve's Mill from Southeastern Edge of Property, 
View to South 

 
PLATE 52 

Area I, Power Line Corridor Running through 44LD414, View to North 
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PLATE 53 

Area J, General Vegetation, View to South 

 
PLATE 54 

Area K, General Vegetation, View to South 
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